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Abstract
Crossroads United Methodist Church in Recovery:
A Study of the Incorporation and Effectiveness of Seven Essential Elements
Necessary for Church Revhalization
by
Mark Linley Alexander
This dissertation presents a study of a designed and implemented two-year plan for
revitalizing Crossroads United Methodist Church from a state of dechne into a vital and
growing congregation and to evaluate the plan's effectiveness. The research ofpertinent
literature covering revitalized churches suggests there are seven common elements
programmed into churches that have made recoveries from decline to vitality. This project
implements those elements into the life of the Crossroads congregation.
Biblical research came from two prominent areas: first, images for the church in the
New Testament, specifically from the book ofEphesians, and second, the examination of
two bibhcal leaders, Moses and Nehemiah, who led their constituency through periods of
change and revhalization. Research then centered upon material from leadership
resources written for business and industry in order to present a more complete picture of
what leaders who lead change really do.
The research also sought to answer questions regarding change process itself Since
American business is hself in a period of redefinition, research gathered from writers who
study change process aided the project also. The process of change in the local church is
often hampered since there is no economic leverage on those who participate. In business,
people participate in change more readily since their livelihood depends upon it. This
study sought to discover a productive method of change when working with an aU
volunteer organization. To incorporate the seven essential elements compiled from the
literature review, a timeline is produced that is designed to program the seven essential
elements into the life of the congregation over a two year period. At the end of the two
years, each of the seven elements were in place and their effectiveness has been evaluated.
Scientifically, the project gathered data in two ways. The first was a carefiil
cataloguing ofparticipation levels commensurate with the vows ofUnited Methodism:
upholding the church through prayers, presence, gifts, and service. Also catalogued with
these statistics are two others: a tally of the number of new adult Christians which came
into church membership during the project, and an average of small group attendance over
the period of the project. The second set of data was gathered through a researcher
generated and validated survey questionnaire meant to determine the effectiveness and
acceptance of the planned change within the congregation. FoUowing the calculation of
congregational responses to the survey and a display of statistical numbers in tables,
conclusions are drawn and recommendations for fiirther study are offered.
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CHAPTER 1
Understanding the Problem
Introduction
One pain&l, recurring dialogue of serious church analysts over the past two decades
has been a lament. The lament expresses deep concern over the downward spiral of
membership in mainline denominational churches. Many of those involved in the
dialogues are members ofmainline denominations. These denominations are represented
by local churches who found themselves very active doing the work ofministry with those
who flocked to churches during the years following World War II. Evaluation ofgrowth
and why it was occurring, what would make it continue, and more seriously, what might
keep it fi-om continuing, rarely occurred. This period of church grovrth represented the
best of times for those who were a part ofthat era. Celebrating success, not analyzing the
fiiture was the order of that period. Few people seemed to expect what would happen in
the decades following 1965: mainline statistical plateaus, followed by mainline statistical
dechne. These large numerical declines denominationally represent smaller and more
impacting numbers on the local church level.
Describing and speculating about the reasons for mainlme decline has occurred in many
pubUcations. Remedies are often offered for decline. The need has been great for
someone to give answers for the cause of the type ofmember loss highUghted by Gerald
Anderson, who relates that my mainline denomination ofUnited Methodism has lost 245
members per day for the past twenty years, an aggregate over two miUion persons (22).
Leonard Sweet relates that 42 percent of churches had no constituency rolls, 60 percent
had no membership or confirmation training, and 38 percent received no new members by
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profession of faith (qtd. in Lotz 39-40). Roof and McKinney tell us that for every person
who joins a church by profession of fahh, three others leave it for no reason at all (170).
In a now famous book. United Methodist Bishop Richard Wilke charts three numerical
indicators which also highlight the rate of decline (10-16). In the twenty years between
1960 and 1980, the United Methodist Church Sunday school program lost over one-half
its active membership. In real numbers, this is an amount of over two million.
Much ofwhat is written in statistical analyses regarding decline betrays three
prevailing agendas. The first, which might be called the denial agenda, declares that
mainline, and especially United Methodist churches, are simply clearing the rolls of years
ofuninvolved members. Churches are, in Leander Keek's words, "stronger and leaner,
because their prophetic social witness has thinned the ranks" (21). If this is true in a
denomination whose polity allows a yearly removal of inactive and unlocatable members,
doesn't this mean that decline started much earlier than we were aware?
The second agenda declares suppositions that this or that theological orientation in the
pastoral leader has a direct bearing on growth. Growth, where it occurs, is attributed to
the spent force of Liberal Protestantism making room for evangelical conservatives to
flourish. Lost in virtually every discussion of this type is the fact that every single
membership number is an individual person who came to a church with his or her eternal
destiny at stake. Lyle Schaller, lamenting pluralism, believes that "the most difficult
charge before the mainline Protestant denomination seeking to carve out a long-term and
more productive fiiture will be to define and project an identifiable theological position"
("What Happened" 47). "Identifiable," however, does not necessarily mean evangeUcally
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Christian. A perusal of any New Age section in a library or bookstore reveals they too
have an identifiable theological position.
The third agenda represents a plethora of retrospective thinking that seems to analyze
the past with precision. It is technocratic in focus. The behef seems to be that tinkering
with what went wrong at the beginning of decline years ago will serve to stem the flow of
loss. In turn, local churches, and thereby denominations, will recoup their former glory.
What is needed, however, is an exegetical rendering of our present situation leading us to
a large group of options for the fiiture. The question to ask is not, "What happened?" as
much as it is "What must we do now to ensure our future?" Many, many churches are in
need of revitalization, but how can revitahzation take place? Writers, such as Lyle
Schaller and Ralph Neighbors, suggest it is a better use of time and resources to plant new
churches rather than revive existing ones.
My own annual conference, the Northwest Texas Annual Conference of the United
Methodist Church, publishes a journal each year of conference statistics. A perusal of
journal statistics reveals a prevailing dechne in membership each year for the past fifteen
years, roughly equal to eighteen thousand persons, or a 19 percent decline. Commen
surate with that statistic is the fact that nine local churches have closed in the past six
years. Granted, these churches represent small rural places where population and societal
changes (agrarian to suburban) have impacted the local settings. Many, closed or not,
contain an inherent resistance to re-invent themselves in the hght of changing demo
graphics. However, they belong to the statistical reality that betrays a larger trend in
America: many mainline denominations are shrinking; independent churches and non-
mainline denominations are growing.
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A local example of this type phenomenon is the subject of this study. Crossroads
United Methodist Church was planted on the northwest side ofLubbock, Texas in 1990.
Though it would be difBcuh to prove this new church has ever enjoyed a period of great
growth foUowed by slow decline, it stands in need of revhahzation. Crossroads began m
the boiler room of a local bank, moved to a Seventh Day Adventist building three years
later, and completed building the first permanent structure on land acquired by the annual
conference in 1996. The structure is a multi-purpose type facility resembling a
gymnasium, but it contains many contemporary features including theatrical lighting,
sound, and staging in the worship area. There are three classrooms for children, an office,
a kitchen, and an out-building referred to as the "Rushing House," a small house donated
by benefactor Dub Rushing.
Crossroads was chartered in September of 1990 under its first pastor. A phone
campaign and people transferring fi-om other churches generated a membership of twenty-
two. By the time the first pastor left two years later, he had divorced, surrendered his
ministerial credentials under sexual scandal charges, and had experienced through fire the
total loss of a farmhouse serving as the parsonage. Membership was forty-three and
worship attendance averaged thirty-five at the end of the first two years.
After a nine-month interim, a new pastor who was appointed by the church hierarchy,
set about moving the congregation fi-om the boiler room of the bank to a church facility.
Several people who had been loyal to the interim pastor before his retirement left when the
next appointment was made, leaving the congregation worshipping no more than before
his coming. The congregation began holding services in the First Seventh Day Adventist
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Church, located a few blocks from Crossroads' intended location. Membership grew for
the first two years to eighty-two and average worship attendance was sixty-seven.
At the beginning of the building program in 1994, the congregational membership
numbered one hundred and ten persons. Average worship attendance was sixty-nine,
though there were many swings up and down from Sunday to Sunday. Any given Sunday
might see thirty-five people in worship and the next Sunday upwards of seventy. Soon
after the building was complete, a number of persons began moving their membership or
otherwise leaving the church. Factions developed around the pastor regarding the style of
worship, the type of elements worship would contain, and who would be the initial target
of the service. Several people had joined assuming the church would be "seeker driven" in
its approach on Sunday mornings. Others wanted to maintain the traditional worship style
that had been there since the church began. An attempt was made to create an early
morning traditional service and a later contemporary or "seeker driven" service. After
several incidents and heated arguments between the pastor and members of the
congregation (and between members), people began staying home from church and
meeting as a prayer circle seeking guidance about the fixture of the church and hs pastor.
At the end of the summer in 1996, the Pastor-Parish Relations Committee asked the
district superintendent for the pastor's removal. Once accomplished, the removal led to
fiirther diminishing ranks. Average worship attendance shrank to thirty-five, though
membership remained one hundred and fifteen.
Another interim pastor was appointed. He was evangeUstic and traditional enough to
satisfy the majority and the church grew in worship attendance. Even though the names of
many existed as members on paper, a few joined under this interim pastor. In 1997, 1 was
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appointed pastor at Crossroads. The first Sunday I preached was June 15. There were
one hundred and fifteen member names on the rolls and fifty-fiaur in attendance that
Sunday. The fiallowing Sunday we had fiarty-fiaur in worship. At the end ofCrossroads'
annual charge conference in 1997, fifty-five names were removed from membership,
leaving a total of sixty members. Average worship was forty-eight through the summer
and on any given Sunday, the congregation was 30 percent guests and non-members. The
following table reveals the membership (Members) and average worship attendance
(Worship) for the years preceding my appointment at Crossroads (June, 1997). The
numbers reflect statistical data gathered from the Northwest Texas Annual Conference
Journal, and as reported in November in the years listed.
Table 1
Membership and Average Worship Attendance at Crossroads
1990-1996
Year 1990
Pastor A
1991
Pastor A
1992
Interim
1993
Pastor B
1994
Pastor B
1995
Pastor B
1996
Interim
Members/
Worship
22/20 36/24 43/35 79/57 82/ 67 110/ 69 115/57
Clearly, the issues which caused the decline at Crossroads UMC cannot be attributed
to any of the prevailing three agendas discussed above. The decline was not started by a
clearing of the roUs. Neither should decline be attributed to an uncertain theology ifwe
assume some degree ofWesley's heritage is carried by the pastoral leadership. It is
unlikely that the reason for decline centers around trying to reinvent the past by
performing some remedial work in the present. Perhaps the best assumption is that the
pastoral leadership and the lay leadership came to a place of disparity in purpose and
image ofwhat Crossroads should become. The contemporary structure of the building
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and a service designed to reach "seekers" in the conmiunity was at odds with the desires
ofCrossroads' lay leadership. The desire to focus on "seekers" was certainly not shared
by everyone. Many wanted to have "their" worship service in the same way and at the
same time as before. Clearly, there was not enough collective ownership in a common
vision around which all were wiUing to unite.
The result of the internal strife, losses ofmembership and average worship attendance
was a crisis at Crossroads that was significant and recognized by the local church
leadership and the Northwest Texas Annual Conference. The elements of the crisis were
these: large debt retirement payments, an inability to pay vendors on time, an inability to
support a fiiU time pastor without annual conference aid, a shrinking constituency, a lack
of program and development dollars for programs, an unfocused and leadership-poor
constituency that has huddled together through the crisis and become an in-grown group,
very low morale in the congregation, a poor image in the community arising out of internal
strife, and the inability to be proactive about the future. Crossroads is clearly a church in
need of revitaUzation, but how? What process of revitalization would benefit Crossroads
and create a growing, healthy church?
Recent literature arising from churches which have experienced numerical growth cite
several issues as prevalent in being a successfiil church. Rick Warren, a Southem Baptist
pastor who leads the 10,000 member Saddleback Valley Community Church, attributes
the church's success in reaching pre-Christian persons with an overaU intentional approach
to church which he terms "Purpose Driven" (1995). The church was a new church plant
in 1980 and has grown from Warren's family as hs the only members to the present size.
He relates, almost in sloganese, that "a great commitment to the Great Commission and
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the Great Commandment will grow a great church" (102). Though his purpose is much
larger and more encompassing in the actual praxis ofministry, the growth of the church he
serves is related to elements of vision, mission, and purpose clearly communicated; an
assimilation and spiritual growth system; and a call to Christian service. Many would not
attribute Warren's congregation as standing in the "mainline" category. His church is part
of the Southern Baptist Convention, a large example of church growth m the southem half
of America. The church does, however, represent the type of intentional approach
required in this era for churches to grow or be revitaUzed.
Another growing church becoming nationally recognized is the two-thousand member,
133 years old United Methodist Church in Ginghamsburg, Ohio. Ginghamsburg grew
from an average ofninety worshippers in 1979 to hs present size of thirty-five hundred.
One of the tmly unique aspects ofGinghamsburg, as related by Pastor Mike Slaughter, is
the statistic that reveals an average worship attendance of thirty-five hundred, almost
double that ofmembership (15). For those familiar with church statistics, this reality is a
one hundred-eighty degree reversal ofmost mainline Protestant churches. Normally,
average worship attendance as a percentage ofmembership lies somewhere around thirty-
five percent. Slaughter attributes the success ofGinghamsburg, to six principles
incorporated into the fabric of the church's experience. These are: the Lordship of Jesus
Christ, the commitment to Biblical authority as the primary source for behef and practice,
the discovery of culturally relevant worship, a conmiitment to membership orientation and
mtegrity, great lay ministry, and leadership (16).
Both Ginghamsburg and Saddleback stand out as two exemplars ofhealthy and vital
growth. Saddleback, a new church plant, was fortunate enough to begin fresh with an
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opportunity to have everything established to lead it into growth. Ginghamsburg
progressed through a transition process leading it to become a growing, revitalized
church. What can we learn from these and other examples that will help Crossroads
become fiiture fiDcused? What should or could one pastor do in a local church context in
order to stop decline and bring revitalization to an established local church?
The purpose of this research project was to examine elements of church revitaUzation
that would enable the creation and implementation of a growth plan to apply in a local
congregation. Then, the plan and its results were analyzed by growth statistics and overall
congregational feelings about the church.
This research project was grounded in four arenas of scholarship: ecclesiology as it
relates from the Book ofEphesians, leadership theory from biblical and business
resources, change strategy from business and church resources, and revitalization
principles from church growth studies.
Data for the field research was gathered by tabulating numerical participation of
persons in the life of the church as evidenced by the vows of their membership, the number
ofnew adult Christians added to the congregation, and the development of smaU group
ministries. Data was also gathered through a researcher generated questionnaire which
examined subjective feeUngs about the process. Research suggested there are at least
seven essential elements present (Chapter 2 of this study) in churches which experience
change that leads to revitalization. The questionnaire examined the subjective feelings of
the members participating in the process to bring these elements into the ministry and
program ofCrossroads. The questionnaire asked six questions regarding each of the
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seven essential elements and the experience of their incorporation into the program of
Crossroads.
Purpose of the Study
This project seeks to design, implement, and evaluate the effectiveness of a two-year
plan for revitalizing Crossroads United Methodist Church from its present state as a
decUning local church into a vital congregation.
Research Questions
Question 1. What are the common elements revitalized churches contain that have
facilitated their recovery?
Question 2. Is it possible for those elements to be implemented in a planned fashion so
that Crossroads experiences revitalization?
Question 3 . How do individual members of the congregation express their experience
of the growth and implementation of the seven essential elements through their involve
ment�as measured by prayers, presence, gifts, and service (the vows ofmembership in the
United Methodist Church)?
Question 4. How many new aduh Christians entered membership at Crossroads during
the period of the study and what was the average adult attendance at small group
ministries?
Question 5. What is the subjective experience of the congregation as measured by the
researcher-generated questionnaire, given three times across the two-year period of this
project?
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Definition of Terms
This section provides operational definitions for the foUowing terms occurring in this
study:
Attenders. In this study, attenders is a term used for persons who attend the worship
service and/or other activities at Crossroads, yet are persons who have not taken the vows
ofmembership.
Change. In this study, change wiU be defined as the final resuhs of the implemented
plan as they are related in the researcher-generated questionnaire. Change also refers to
the results of increases or decreases in the four areas ofmembership vows (see below).
Change Strategy. For this study, change strategy will refer to the implemented plan
and time line generated by this researcher in order to help Crossroads become a revhalized
local church as outhned in chapter three of this dissertation.
Membership Vows. In the United Methodist Church, each baptized Christian who
joins a local church is asked the membership question. The question reads, "WiU you be
loyal to the United Methodist Church, and will you support h by your prayers, presence,
gifts, and service?" These four areas form the vows ofmembership for United
Methodists, outlining the responsibilities and privileges of responsible membership.
Revhahzation. This term is meant to convey both a process and a condition that exist
within the church system as a resuh ofplanned and adopted change. It signifies a church
which has recovered a vhality and energy by putting into place the seven essential
elements of revitalized churches.
Revhalized Church. This term designates a church which has undergone or is currently
involved in change process meant to return the local body to vitality.
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Revitalization Pastor. This term is used to refer to the pastor seeking to be the change
agent for a local congregation.
Seven Essential Elements. This term refers to seven recurring elements in church
growth literature. There are variations in each resource, yet distilled into the essentials,
there are seven. These are (1) the recovery of the life of prayer in the church body, (2)
spiritual renewal through vital and fiilfilling worship including bibhcal preaching and
teaching, (3) a God-inspired, pastor-carried vision that is developed and "owned" by the
congregation, (4) small group process of discipleship and Bible study, (5) a process of
assimilation for new members, (6) the evaluation and deployment of lay ministers
according to spiritual gifts, and (7) a caU for deep commitments in fiilfilling the vows of
membership.
"Sneakers" This term refers to persons who, during the study, chose an experiment in
prayer by "sneaking" away for a few minutes each day to pray, and to journal answers.
Vital and/or Vitality. Herb Miller defines a congregation as vital when the church is
carrying out "'the mimstry that Jesus said and did.' In other words, vital congregations
have in them and manifest to the world the Ufe of Jesus Christ" (qtd. in CrandaU 9).
Context of the Study
The study was conducted in the Crossroads United Methodist Church, located in
Lubbock, a town of 190,000 in Lubbock County, Texas. The church is chartered by the
Northwest Texas Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church. Chartered with
twenty-two members, membership was 1 15 at the beginning ofthis study, with forty-five
in average worship attendance. Crossroads is located on the northwest side of Lubbock.
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The church was planted in 1990, and built its first structure in 1994 on a piece of land
purchased by the annual conference in 1987.
The area immediately surrounding the church has experienced about ten years of
economic, residential housing, and retail growth. The church is located on a major
thoroughfare of four lanes and sees approximately 4500 cars per day, with steady
increases. It is one-halfmile west and outside the traffic loop which surrounds Lubbock.
The residential homes immediately near the church building are below $100,000 in cost,
though just inside the traffic loop are several gated neighborhoods which contain homes
larger in size and price. Several apartment complexes dot the landscape fiirther west,
north, and south. Next door to the property on the west is a Southern Baptist Church.
The piece of property where the church building now stands was improved about three
years ago with the addition of a multi-purpose facility - the initial installment of a long-
range plan. There is about $450,000 of debt retirement on the books, an annual budget of
around $65,000, and a lack of congregational monetary strength. For the first half of
1997, there was a need for total offerings to bring in $6,200 per month to fiilly fiand debt
retirement, program needs, staffing, and utilities. The average month has gathered only
$3,500 ~ mostly given by two famiUes.
In reference to demographics and socio-ecomics, the congregation is primarily blue
collar, largely lower middle class, and Caucasian. Several charter members stiU remain
and have a church tenure of five years or more. The newer members have an average
tenure of two years. Per capita giving for each giving unit is approximately $1,000
annually, though there are two professional families who give much greater amounts. The
members are mostly married, some whh children ranging in age fi^om three months to
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eighteen years. They normally own their homes and drive newer cars. Median age is
approximately forty-four years. Average attendance figures reveal that most are a part of
the church feUowship for forty Sundays each year or more and 62 percent are involved as
lay persons in ministry. Sunday school attendance averages reveal that 45 percent of the
congregation, including children, are members of an active Sunday school class.
Ofthe four pastors who have served the church, there seems to have been only one
who crafted a responsible leadership example. The church has most recently been served
by a retired pastor of the annual conference. His leadership has by far been the best for
Crossroads.
Description of the Project
The results from the hterature review (Chapter 2 of this dissertation) were used to
create an agenda called "timeline for change" based on an examination of the church,
accessibility to program areas needing change, and then linkages to other areas (Lipph,
Watson, and Westley 102). Chapter 3 of this dissertation outlines the "timeline for
change" ~ a series of steps meant to eventually bring the seven essential elements into the
program life of the church. Each of the seven essential elements are explained more fiilly
in Chapter 2 of this dissertation.
Following the examination of the context ofministry, the timeline provided for a
couple ofmeetings with the Crossroads' administrative council to determine, through
conversation, the extent to which they are ready to begin implementing the seven essential
elements. During a long series ofmeetings with the administrative council that included
the drafting of a vision and mission statement, I administered the researcher-generated
Ministry Evaluation Form to this group. The administration of the questioimaire came just
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before the annual church conference. During the church conference, I administered the
same researcher�generated questionnaire to the congregation.
The process of administering the questionnaire occurred three times over the course of
the project. The first, described above, was given in November of 1997. The second
admimstration of the questionnaire occurred in May of 1998. The third occurred in the
church conference held in May of 1999. Each of the seven essential elements were present
in the program ofCrossroads by February of 1999.
Hypothetically, if the changes were accepted in good fashion by the members of the
congregation, each of the four categories ofmembership vows�prayers, presence, gifts,
and service-should see an increase. There should also be increases in the number of adults
becoming members through profession of faith in Christ and Baptism. Increases should
also occur in the number of adults participating in small group ministries.
The results of the Ministry Evaluation Form were recorded in three sets ofthree tables.
One set oftables shows results from three administrative council surveys. The second set
oftables display results from three congregational opportunities to complete the surveys.
A third set of tables, averages the number ofparticipants in the vows of the church as
recorded on the forms in Appendix B. Included in these three tables are averages for
participation in Sunday school, the number of new adult Christians gained for the time
period between the previous survey and the current survey, and the number ofparticipants
in small group ministries.
The numerical value given by respondents on each question of the Ministry Evaluation
Form was added to other numerical values for questions answered under the same
category. The mean for the category (essential element) was recorded and compared to
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values generated in previous surveys. The means for male and female respondents were
also calculated and displayed. The final column displayed reflects the standard deviations
for questions answered in each of the seven essential element categories. The resuhs were
displayed and analyzed for acceptance of the implementation of the seven essential
elements and the congregation's experience of then- incorporation. The final two tables
compile the results and display them for the entire period.
Methodology
The study was a longitudinal study in the quasi-experimental mode. It sought to
discern the condition of the congregation at the beginning of the project, introduce a plan
for change, implement the plan, and evaluate the plan's effectiveness. Descriptively
speaking, the project contains a time line of implementation that began whh understanding
the church in its local context. The time line was used to guide the plan for incorporating
the seven essential elements necessary for revitalization into the program ofCrossroads.
The survey document (Ministry Evaluation Form) was utilized to measure the subjective
response of the congregation to the incorporation of the elements.
Subjects
The primary subjects were the congregational members and attenders who are eighteen
years of age or older, and who happen to be in congregational meetings when the
researcher-designed survey is distributed. Across the two year period of the study, some
respondents repeated the survey with increasingly good resuhs. A second group of
subjects were the key leaders who comprised the administrative council ofCrossroads.
These leaders fimction per The United Methodist Book ofDiscipline (Olson 136fF). They
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included the chairperson of the administrative council, chairpersons of administrative and
nurture ministry teams, and members elected at large.
Instrumentation
Objective research data was gathered by one instrument, given to congregational
leaders and the congregation. Data was gathered through the distribution of a researcher-
generated questionnaire that measured the congregation's experience of the incorporation
of the seven essential elements. Data was also gathered through a diligent tracking of
prayer ministry involvement, presence in worship, gifts measured by Sunday morning
offerings, and service (which measured involvement in lay ministry). These revealed
actual involvement levels ofmembers and attenders. Tabulations also included small
group ministry involvement and the number ofnew adult Christians gained during the
study.
The researcher-generated questionnaire entitled Ministry Evaluation Form was
designed to be fdled out and returned by any aduh who was in attendance at any of the
three times the survey was administered. The questionnaire was also given to the
administrative council three times, and during same week as the congregation for ensured
participation. Resuhs from the congregational survey were compared and contrasted with
those from the administrative council. The administrative council was the group of leaders
utilized to provide the initial "pulse taking" of the congregation. The resuhs from their
surveys were instrumental in predictmg the congregation's response to and comfort level
with, incorporating the seven essential elements. I anticipated the council results would
appear more favorable to each of the elements than the congregation, since their
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understanding of the elements was developed through more thorough and continuing
interpretation during the two years of the study.
Dependent Variables. The dependent variables for this study involved the measurements
associated with the rudimentary vows ofmembership in the United Methodist Church:
prayers, presence, gifts, and service. Primarily these were measured in numerical values
for key categories of church life and recorded on forms found in Appendix B. The
underlying assumption of this study was this: Positive regard for the changes occurring in
the life of the church would be reflected by increases in the four categories of vows, the
assimilation of new member and new Christians, and small group ministry involvement.
According to Hunter, involvement is most often the mitial indicator for heahhy church life
(Power 195). As the seven essential elements of revhalization are implemented over the
period of the study, increases or decreases in participation levels would indicate
acceptance or rejection of the programmatic changes occurring due to this project.
Independent Variables. The independent variables for this study are the seven essential
elements which guide the focus and change implementation across the time of the study.
Other independent variables include the age, gender, membership tenure and how
membership was gained, and each person's relationship to Crossroads UMC.
Intervening Variables. The intervening variables for the study include the following:
a. congregational members who leave for reasons other than the change
implemented such as death, transfer, moves from the community, and unforeseen personal
difficulty that impedes participation;
b. those who leave because of the change, considered to be negative responses to
the changes implemented;
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c. the church's previous experiences whh pastors as change agents and the changes
they sought to implement;
d. the images and visions carried by the members in the congregation which may be
challenged or remforced by the changes; and
e. parachurch experiences (Walk to Emmaus, Promise Keepers, and others) that
influence personal spiritual growth or enhance lay mimstry and volunteerism.
Delimitations and Generalizability
The dehmitation for the study resided in the subjects: those who participated in the
project as leaders ofCrossroads UMC, as members and attenders of the church, and those
who left the church after change is initialized. The survey results and compiling of
participation data flirnished the resuhs and effects of the incorporation of the seven
essential elements as the subjects of the study experienced it. The study also was limited
in that no other churches were drafted for a comparison study or as a control group. This
study was also limited by the supposition that no one I know has used the exact time line
for implementation and research design employed here. Similarly, the study was "context
specific" in that it was designed for use in one congregation.
GeneraUzability is a question related to a reproducible result in another place with the
same plan. The project was limited here, as this researcher did not recreate the project in
another environment, nor did I seek to find someone to do so. Similarly, there were some
unique aspects in this particular setting that might not be mirrored by another. For
example, the church had a recognized crisis at the onset of the study. There was an
overall feeling that this pastor and opportunity to grow was "our last shot." Recognized
crises was one of the primary elements highlighted in change strategy literature as
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necessary to pursue a successfiil, reactive change strategy. TherefiDre, a church without
the crisis may have an immediate hurdle that would impede the order of the plan. A
different scenario would have to be developed to either create the "feehng" of crisis or to
influence a group of church members toward proactive change.
At the same time, a carefiil pastoral leader would be able to analyze another church's
vhality in relation to Hunter's criteria (see above), the Ephesians material, and the seven
essential elements in Chapter 2 of this work. A carefiil perusal of the change hterature
survey would equip someone with the tools necessary for determining methods of
procedure and initial places to begin. However, generaUzability is limited since there is
not, to my knowledge, any church exactly Uke Crossroads which implemented the same
plan as a comparison to the study. There was not, to my knowledge, a church exactly like
Crossroads which did not incorporate the seven essential elements in order to provide a
comparison of results.
Overview ofChapters to Follow
The remainder of this study is divided into four chapters. Chapter 2 is an examination
of pertment literature fi-om three areas of scholarship. Chapter 2 contains a theological
study of the book ofEphesians and its implications for understanding the rubrics of church
life in relation to the biblical metaphors body and temple. Also contained in Chapter 2 is
an examination of two bibhcal leaders, Moses and Nehemiah, who both led people though
change. Following the bibhcal and theological reflections is an examination of change
strategy fi-om American business resources that may be applied in organizations needing
reactive change processes. Finally, Chapter 2 contains an examination of church
revitalization experience in recent literature. A thorough study of this Hterature resuhed m
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a condensation of the seven essential elements necessary for revhahzation in a local
church.
Chapter 3 fiirther details the design of the project and lays out the guidelines for
proceeding. The resuh of the hterature review was the production of a timeline which
sought to outlay steps for incorporating the seven essential elements into the program of
Crossroads. This timeline is displayed at the end of the chapter. Prior to relating the
timeline, I explore change theory's concepts of accessibility and hnkage. The underlying
assumptions for this study (see p. 76) are expanded and further explained. The context of
the study is reviewed, variables are further outlined and accounted for, and data coUection
methods are reviewed.
Chapter 4 reports the findings of the study in relation to the survey instruments and
display survey results in tables. There is also a section which records any comments
written by respondents in the spaces provided on the instrument.
Chapter 5 summarizes and analyzes the findings of the study. The results are
examined, analyzed, and conclusions for the study are drawn. Then, I include a section
which suggests the significance of the study. Implications that arise as a result of data
coUected are presented. The level to which the research answers the research questions or
otherwise supports the underlying assumptions and survey of literature is presented. The
question ofgeneralizability is explored and two suggestions are offered. One suggestion
regards the instrument used m the project. The other confirms a reality related by George
Bama about the difficulty of revitalization. Another paragraph relates the experience at
Crossroads being contrary to Bama's assertion that a 50 percent loss will occur during the
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change. Next, I offer a challenge to Bridges' view about stages of the change process.
Finally, I recommend objectives for further research.
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CHAPTER 2
Review of Selected Literature
Introduction
This chapter informs the project from three areas of scholarship. The first area is
bibhcal. The biblical analysis includes two studies. There is an examination ofbiblical
metaphors for the Church derived from a study of the Book ofEphesians. The study
centers on understanding the two metaphors; temple and body. Following that, a series
of questions has been generated for analyzing the fimctions of a local church in reference
to those two metaphors. A second biblical study examines two biblical models of
leadership: Nehemiah and Moses.
The second area of scholarship derives wisdom from leadership-based change strategy
as found in church growth Hterature and current American business Hterature. The
understanding of change strategy is necessary since revitalization of a local church
involves a great deal of change. From church growth resources, the study draws pastoral
attributes and commitments necessary for local church revhalization. American business
wisdom informs the study regarding the human side of change, pitfalls to avoid, and
strategic planning for helping people adapt to change.
The third area of scholarship examines church revhahzation theory and experience in
recent literature. The culmination of this part of the review resuhs in an understanding of
revitalization by developing seven essential elements which are common to all
revitalization efforts and common in healthy, growing churches.
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Biblical and Theological Foundations
The Book ofEphesians provides the Church whh a comprehensive ecclesiology that
wiU firmly ground any church revhalization effort. While there are other bibhcal books,
Epehsians represents one of the most succinct theological treatments ofChristology, faith
transformation, and ethics ever presented. It is profound, written with brevity, and greatly
encouraging for those ofus who tend to become Gospel amnesiacs. Within this letter, the
Pauline statement ofGod's rich gift in Jesus Christ and the glorious message of
redemption appropriated by faith is submitted with clarity. The human response of a life
lived in loving obedience to God through Christ and the Church is encouraged
(TTopcacaAco). Ephesians reinforces reader identity as believers in Jesus Christ's
redemptive act, their active response to grace as the church (eKKAeicria), and the role of
Christians in the world. The force of the letter extends beyond its original audience to our
present day, where Christians always need to hear again the origins, power, and
implications oftheir salvation.
The Greek word most often utilized in the New Testament for the Church, occurs nine
times in the letter. It is often used in concert with the two metaphors, body and temple,
which this study examines (1:22, 3:10, 3:21, 5:23,24,25,27,29,32). Paul's vision for the
Church is for a distinct entity that differs from the surroundmg culture, grounded by unity
and intimacy with Christ and each other. Ethically, h involves Christian forgiveness in
relationships (4:25-32) which become strained in daily living with one another. Spiritually,
h means that intimacy with Christ is reflected through intimacy with each other. Paul
illustrates this point with the mystery of marriage as an example for the intimacy we enjoy
individually and corporately with Christ.
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Paul speaks metaphorically of the Church in two ways. He describes h as a temple
(2:21) and as a body (1:22-23; 4:4, 12-16; 5:22). These are not unique metaphors, for
each of them occurs with regularity in the Pauline corpus. In the temple metaphor, Paul
has m view the Judaic Temple as structure and symbol in the worship ofGod (Watson 64;
Brown Vol. 3: 784). The cornerstone (Bauer 33) or the positioned starting block of the
building from which all else is begun, directed, and measured is Christ. The apostles buih
the early beginnings of the Church upon this stone. In this concept from architecture, Paul
reminds us of the role of Jesus in the Church. In Ephesians, however, the reference is not
to a physical space or entity. The reference is to the dwelling ofGod with aU of us, not as
a physical building, but as a people. Hence, the temple metaphor has both an individual
and a corporate dimension.
The temple metaphor is utilized to complete a tightly woven circle of argument. Each
beUever is united with God's corporate purposes in the world through fahh in Jesus Christ.
Unified with Jesus, each behever grows into the likeness ofChrist by associating whh and
participating in the community of faith. Consequently, "both the believer and the Church
are built up into the fijUness ofChrist" (Mulholland 105). The two primary characteristics
of this dynamic is unity in the Body ofChrist and growth ofthe whole (PaUil 21).
In Judaism, the temple fimctioned as a place for living out devotion to the covenant
before God. It centered as the worship and sacrificial place ofpilgrimage for aU those in
covenant with God at least once per year (Tenney 83ff). Moreover, the temple provided
a place of corporate identity for all Jews. To be Jewish was to be bound to the life and
rhythms of the temple activities ofworship and teaching, celebration and sacrifice, and
prayer ( Matthew 21:13; Brown Vol. 3: 785).
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As an outgrowth of temple worship, the Jewish home became the primary place of
instruction in law, the Deuteronomic admonition (6:20), piety, and reUgious practice. The
recitation of the Shema occurred with daily regularity and prayers for God's providence
were offered in the home, usually twice daily (sun up, sun down). These times
corresponded to the burning of incense at the temple. Secondary to the home was the
synagogue~a place to study and learn applications of the covenant from priests and rabbis.
The temple, though, offered opportunity for corporate participation in the sacrificial
system and festival observances, times ofprayer, singing ofPsalms, and learning from
teachers (Sanders 202, 207ff ). Even Jesus practiced the rabbinical model of teaching
within the porticos of the temple (Matt.21:23flf; Luke2:41ff, 20: Iff; John 5,10:22ff).
The sacrificial system, as instituted by the Mosaic covenant with God, found hs zenith
in the temple. There, sacrifices to God brought redemption, ceremonial cleansing, and
covering for sin. By the time of Jesus, the priesthood and temple systems were supported
by offerings labeled "first fruhs," collected and sent to Jerusalem from the local
synagogues ministering to the diaspora Jews (Sanders 52). Though many Jews were
restricted from much of the cultic worship by distance and circumstance, the temple
remamed the primary place ofpilgrimage and the center of Jewish religious life. It was a
place where God was present (Sanders 53). In this place ofworship and in the acts of
worship there, God transformed into His image those who worshipped Him. Hence, the
people ofGod could not (then and cannot now) live properly outside the corporate
worship of God as individuals, even if they themselves constitute a dweUing place of
God's Spirit. Therefore, the corporate dimension of the temple metaphor cannot be
ignored.
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Neither can the temple as a metaphor for the person be ignored. This metaphor occurs
in other places in the Pauline corpus (ICor. 6:19; 2 Cor.6:16ff) and informs one ofPaul's
meanings for the individual dimension of the metaphor. By virtue of our faith in Jesus, we
are people within whom the Spirit resides. Just as the Temple and local church
(lCor.3:16) are the places ofworship, this residency cannot be taken for granted or
relegated to just the corporate sphere of life. It must be incorporated into one's personal
life. Robert MulhoUand states:
When members of the old order ofbeing respond to God's love and grace in
Christ, they are incorporated into this profound reality (Eph.2: 19-22) and
must undertake the disciplines of love/worship that will enable God to truly
dwell in their midst . . . (105). The inner reality of the Temple icon is
worship in the very presence ofGod. It is life lived out of a deep inner
dynamic of loving adoration and submission to the presence and purpose of
God at the center of our being. (106)
The temple as metaphor invites us to see the local church and the individual beUever as
two parts of the same whole. In this, we recognize the personal and corporate dimensions
of the pietistic life which lead to unity in the body and hs growth.
Several questions arise as a part of looking at the local church through this metaphor.
Does corporate worship ofGod carry a sense ofbeing in the presence of the
Transcendent? Does corporate worship illuminate the love and closeness ofGod? Are we
confronted with God's utter otherness and holiness, even as we know the extravagant love
God grants us? Are we set on a pattern to become more holy/loving as people through
the redemption of Jesus' sacrifice? Are we corporately and as individuals responding to
God's loving grace through our obedience and sacrificial giving? While we no longer
belong to the system which requires our bringing the blood of anunals, are we giving to
God the offering God requh-es through our means of financial support, time, and spiritual
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gifts? Do we emphasize and realize a deeper relationship with God through corporate
prayers and a personal prayer life? Does the local body teach faith during corporate
gatherings and aid parents in teaching at home? Are children increasing in wisdom,
stature, love of others, and the love ofGod? Ifwe can answer even the most subjective of
these in the affirmative, we have a means for realizing healthy grov^h in the individual and
corporate dhnensions. Ifwe cannot, they offer starting points for regaining vhality as the
revitalization of a church begins to unfold.
The occurrence of the metaphor. Church as Body ofChrist, is one of the most
frequently occurring images related by Paul (Rom. 12:5; ICor. 12:27ff; Eph. 1 :23, 4:12;
Col. 1:18). We hear from Ephesians the individual and corporate dimensions of the
metaphor. As part of the Body, individuals are part of an organic whole in which each
person participates in the corporate dimension of the Church. Tlirough individuals
manifesting the gifts of the Spirit, the spiritual and numerical growth of the Church is
reahzed. The role of each believer is carried out in reference to personal spiritual gifting
(Eph.4: 12-16). The relationship ofbeing "in Christ" unifies members with each other in
the organic nature of life in the Church. In every occurrence of the metaphor, whether in
Ephesians or in other Scriptures, Christ is the "head" of the Body, the giver ofgifts for
"building up" the Body, and the mystical fiilfiUment of the Body (1 :22-23).
Paul captures the reality of the metaphor whh Christ as head {Ke^aXrj) of the body.
Ks^aXri is often rendered "head," yet this rendering is fraught with problems for those
with a twentieth-century understanding ofphysiology. For Paul, the meaning indicates
much more than "head" equals "control center" (Bromiley 429; Bauer 430). The Greek
word here means "source." Christ is the source of the Church's existence, giftings, and
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life. While h is true that Christ is over everything in the universe, the reality of that
authority exists in the submission of Jesus to give His life for the Church which was to
come (5:21-27). Andrew T. Lincoln writes:
The connotations . . . mean that in some places ks^uXt] is synonymous with
apxrj and has the force oideterminative source [halics mine] or origin; this
allows for the development of thought whereby the body is not only in
subjection to the head as hs authoritative "overlord" but also derives its
growth and development [italics minejfrom its head. (70)
In the symbiotic relationship highlighted by the metaphor, "the church is viewed not as
so many individuals pressing on to perfection, but as a single organism growdng to its fiiU
strength and becoming fit for the purpose God intends for it" (Pallil 16). The growth of
the body depends upon each person doing his or her part as their giftedness (Eph.4,
1 Cor. 12, Rom. 12) allows them and Christ caUs them. As Christ resources the life of the
Body, the Body fiilfills the mission to which Christ calls it. The life and ministry of the
local body largely depends upon each person giving to one another through active service.
Besides the pragmatic understanding of the Body metaphor, the Church exists
individually and corporately as the visible manifestation of the reality of Jesus Christ
(O'Grady 258). As members of the Body, each person represents the living Jesus,
ongoing and active in the world. As the corporate Body, created and sustained by Christ,
we live out the life of Jesus as his community, within, yet other than the world. The
church as Body represents the reality of the Incarnation, continuing in the physical absence
ofChrist, who is seated in the heavenlies with the Father (Lincoln 72), and continues to
caU the world to come to him (Eph.4: 12, 16). In this, the fiilfiUment {TrArjpcopa) ofChrist
is realized in the world.
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The guiding questions which arise out of this metaphor for looking into the reality of
any local church are these: First, are we as a Body submitted to the authority and
Lordship of Jesus Christ, and seeking him as our source for being and doing in the world?
Second, when considering the ministry of the church and the individual members of it, do
we Sanction as an organism, unified by love for Jesus Christ and a mission to present him
to the world? Third, as we work toward unity and mission, do we utihze the giftedness of
the whole Body as the means to accomplish the work Christ calls us to? Fourth, do we
reflect the beauty and attractiveness of a loving God who sent Jesus as emissary? Are we,
in practice, his ambassadors in the world?
Though not biblically exhaustive, the Ephesians metaphors yield a set of conceptual
questions which may assist the local church to analyze ministry and mission, then to create
foundations on which to build the process of revhalization. These foundational metaphors
and questions are complete enough in themselves to serve a local church and pastors as
dh-ection-giving and mission-developing tools. The crucial part of transhioning a church is
understanding where any local church is as compared to God's intentions for the Church.
From there, a church may develop a formulated strategy to move in that direction.
Leadership Foundations
No view of change strategy that transitions a struggling local church into a prevailing
(Matthew 16:13-20) entity is complete without considering the pastor as change agent or
initiating leader. Two areas of scholarship offer both a better understanding ofwhat kmd
ofpastor this person might be and a methodology for proceeding with change. This
section looks at each of those areas.
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Biblically speaking, two of the most exemplary leaders in navigating the process of
change were Nehemiah and Moses. Both exhibhed pastoral leadership which included
awareness of (1) the magnitude of the job, (2) personal skiUs and gifts, (3) personal
weaknesses, (4) the need for adequate communication of the new reality, (5) the need to
talk people through the changes, and (6)the need to articulate the present and fiiture in
compeUing ways. Moses told the Israelites of a land flowing with milk and honey.
Nehemiah presented a Jerusalem with fortified waUs and restored worship ofGod in the
Temple. For the Israelhes with Moses, the picture was a new vision: a land fiiU of good
things, including freedom and a promise fiilfiUed. Those around Nehemiah, heard the birth
story and purpose for the Temple by reading the covenant the people had made with God.
Moses and Nehemiah grouped leaders in productive ways that enhanced the vision and
purpose of the change, and both saw tremendous results from their labors. In Nehemiah' s
case, not aU of the people were skiUed at their craft and responsibility. However,
Nehemiah' s partners accomplished the rebuilding task because they worked with each
other and they "worked with all their heart" (Neh.4:6). Moses, on the other hand,
created a hierarchy of command utihzing those who were skilled for their positions
(Exodus 18). No matter the method for choosing leaders, several deliberate acts by both
leaders created a climate for change.
There is, however, a significant difference between Nehemiah and Moses. To Moses,
the God-given direction, vision, and promise came when he went to the mountain. Moses
gathered direction in a revelatory setting. He heard about the next step from God directly.
Nehemiah' s experience began in corporate, confessional prayer and asking God for
forgiveness and restoration of the Israelhes. Vision and mission were clear to Nehemiah.
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The walls of Jerusalem are broken down and the worship ofGod was compromised. To
receive God's blessing, worship and recovery of the Law were necessary. For worship to
be restored, the walls needed to be rebuilt. Thus, the vision was clear and the mission
appropriate for faithfulness to God (Neh. 2: 12).
The lesson as h relates to this study seems to be this: There are times when there is no
replacement for seeking God in a new situation and for the next steps. At the same time,
there may be times where the common sense God has provided is what is needed in
determining the direction any church may need to go. To be sure, each step must be
discerned and bathed in prayer. But no pastor leading a church through revhalization need
be given over to inaction simply because the next step has yet to arrive "from Sinai."
When common sense and an overall vision is godly, a pastor must pursue the obvious
steps with conviction and the courage to decide. The grounding must be love for God and
his people ~ visible in the life of the leader.
Elmer Towns, in studying ten of the most influential Christian leaders of this century,
stated recently that pastors who succeed are those who will believe God for great things,
speak as though God has or will soon intervene in a given situation, and set goals and
plans for the ministry. The first steps, modeled also by Nehemiah, are to rely on the
instruments ofGod, have the vision to see what God could accomphsh, and to intercede
with God, through prayer, so the work will prosper ("Great Churches").
Four other principles in the life ofNehemiah are germane to this discussion (Getz
194-98; Malphurs 44). First, Nehemiah built and employed relational bridges to those in
authority over him (Neh. 2: 1-8). These were built out of consistent and credible work
over time. The congregations ofmost local churches want to maintain control over their
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pastor. Credible work, accomplished over time and with great love, will build those same
bridges with the congregation. Through those bridges, most of the work of transition will
be accomplished (see also Lippet, Watson, and Westley 102).
Second, Nehemiah analyzed the situation from a vantage pomt of quiet leadership. The
vision was to restore the Temple worship ofGod in Jerusalem, but the mission and
purpose were developed by a close, personal survey (Neh. 2: 1 1-16). Peter Drucker also
propagates this idea in modern business language. Traditionally, the corporate sphere has
looked for Nehemiah�type miracle workers to revitahze a failing business entity. But,
says Drucker, "It is not genius; it is hard work They start out with diagnosis and
analysis .... and accept that attaining objectives and rapid growth demand a serious
rethinking of the business" (37-38). There is no replacement for the hard work of
analysis in the ministry context on the part of the pastor to understand the next steps.
Third, Nehemiah motivated the people through divine and human inspiration by helping
them picture a brighter fiiture. He committed sufficient time to them to see the work
complete. Nehemiah related how he came to be their co-laboring leader. He spoke of the
miracles God had produced to bring them to the point of decision (Neh. 2:17-18). He
allowed God to heal their demoralized feelings in the address, and he spurred them to
complete the task. As they worked, Nehemiah helped them handle their detractors and
stay on task. But even more, he symbolized his commitment to remain with them through
the task by not aUowing those same detractors to draw him away from them (Neh.6).
Nehemiah remained on site and on task as long as necessary.
Finally, Nehemiah supervised the work, solving problems as they arose. He kept them
on task by remaming solution-focused, not problem-centered. Even when social and
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financial problems arose, he worked quickly to resolve the issues (Neh. 4-6). When the
threat ofwar arose, he stationed the people in places and positions to ensure ready defense
and taught them to work with weapons at hand. Each action kept the people fi^om being
distracted by issues not related to building the wall. The vision was complete in record
time, making Nehemiah and his model characteristic ofgood revhalization leadership.
George Bama, in a 1992 book entitled Tumaround Churches, outlines characteristics
necessary for successfial tumaround pastors through examining thirty churches and pastors
of various churches. He states, as Moses did when reminding the Hebrews of task masters
and their past life in the fleshpots ofEgypt, "The fiature is not won by living in the past"
(48). Revitalizing pastors, working with a congregation, will help the people understand
and rehearse their church's birth narrative, but also will help the people of the local church
understand the limits of history. In rehearsing the history of the church, the successfial
pastoral leader wiU not allow a congregation to repeat the past, but will rehearse their
story as an inspiration to greater works in the fiature.
There is value in recovering the birth narrative (history) of a congregation. Martin
Saarinen believes that the recovery of the birth narrative aids in three ways. The birth
narrative determines the establishment of the business (read congregation), it reviews hs
most recent success, and provides new direction for the fiature (17). There is a downside
to any recovery of the birth narrative. People will usually remember different eras of the
church's life that were the "hey-days" of its success. The greatest hour or era may be
determined by the memory of those we ask, and may be measured by a variety ofvalues.
These values may include the "best" preacher, the "best" Sunday school class, the era of
the largest attendance figures, the most activity, the years ofbest financial solvency, and
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so forth. What must not be recovered from rehearsing the birth narrative is a mentality
that the church recreate the "thrilling days ofyesteryear" which may preciphate sUding
into discouraged nostalgia. Averting this is also the role of the pastor (Saarinen 18).
Pastors capable of continuing in transitioning a church have several common attributes
(Bama, Tumaround 62; CrandaU 26). First, they are visionaries capable of team building
and encouraging the congregation and its leaders. Central here is the ability of the pastor
to take the spotlight off her/himself and to place h on those whh whom leadership is
shared. The pastor always finds the positive things others are doing, appreciates their
efforts, and focuses the enth-e group on the vision the church is working to fiilfiU. The
vision is communicated to everyone and modeled before the congregation. Whatever the
pastor is involved in, he/she must model the vision. Taking a cue from Nehemiah, Rick
Warren beheves that this type ofpastoral leader must communicate the vision every
twenty-six days, particularly when new persons begin moving into the congregation.
Warren believes that slogans and promotions concerning the vision can be developed in
such a way as to provide "creative redundancy" (1 1 1). Primarily, this communication
happens as a part of the preaching task.
Second, pastors who revhalize churches are persons who are deeply committed to a
focused relationship whh God through personal prayer and spiritual growth. The inner
disciplines which lead to Christian maturity control their lives and planning. They have
personal meditation times without concentrating on sermon preparation - often praying
and fasting for answers from God. They allow the depth of their spirituality to spill over
its mfluence into the congregation so that their surrendered lives pervade the
congregation, and inspire others to cover their church and pastor with prayer.
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Third, revhahzation pastors exhibh characteristics of strategic thinking that lead
pastors into risk taking. The role of the pastoral leader in transitioning a church is to
focus on the "big picture," reflising to be bogged down by "administrivia," and
problematic issues. Though I cannot remember the source, Peter Drucker noted once that
every leader must be equally visionary, yet equally detailed. Risk taking involves seeing
the larger picture and direction, but it also means providing the detailed and incremental
steps toward a preferred fiiture called "vision." Otherwise, the congregation cannot and
will not follow.
Commensurate whh focusing is risk taking. Skeptical opposition arises quickly in
congregations. If an idea fails, the pastor must value the failure as a point on the learning
curve. Good pastors are faithful stewards of the resources of the church - be they people
or money - and they will calculate the plausibility of a risk before moving forward.
There are also visible differences in a revitalizing pastor that sets him or her apart from
ministry colleagues. Each seems to have youthfiilness and enthusiasm; that is, these
pastors are rarely older than mid-forties and are enthusiastic about their life and ministry.
The process of revitalization takes a huge mental and emotional toll on all tumaround
pastors. It is a work suited neither for the young and inexperienced, nor for older pastors
nearing their time of retirement (Bama, Tumaround 66). It is for those whh great
stamina, maturity, and enthusiasm. One identified downside (which may reveal a
generational issue) is the tendencies toward workahoUsm and pace-of-life issues. These
are prevalent in pastors who commit to revhalizing congregations. None ofBarna's
observed pastors were positive about these tendencies, yet most believe that eighty hour
work weeks may be part of the occupational hazards. Bama's interpretation said the
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tendency of these pastors to suffer from pace-of-life issues is most likely as attributable to
the personalhies involved (Type A) as to job survival (Turnaround 69).
Malphurs observes that successfiil revitalizing pastors display a particular array of
personality trahs. Taking a cue from the DiSC scale ofpersonality assessments, Malphurs
(66) notes that the D portion of the scale is relatively high (slightly above 50 percent), that
the i portion is even higher (70 percent), the S value is slightly less than 50 percent and
that the C portion is very low. What the values mean is this: D signifies the aspect of the
personality which is demandmg, bold, ambitious, and innovative. The i signifies an
encouraging, team building, coaching, and enthusiastic personality. These leaders are
fiiendly, persuasive, and want everyone on board with the whole process. They build
consensus easily in groups and with individuals who wiU help accomplish the vision.
The S portion of the scale identifies a person's dogged determination to see a task
through, no matter the obstacles. These are the plodding characteristics of a personality
that enables task orientation, focus, and completion. Whhout this, some leaders may give
up too soon, or even create a new plan when the old one needs time to work.
Finally, the C portion of the scale represents the ability to analyze data, follow rules,
and stay within guidelines. Too much of this in a transitioning leader can lead to paralysis
by analysis and rule following to the point that nothing is achieved. Another downside is
an inherent inability to think outside present constructs to see a desirable fiiture and
innovate while carrying out the vision. But in proper amounts (30-40 on the scale), this
characteristic leads to wise risk taking, building consensus, and limited deconstruction of
systems that lend security in groups.
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Another test of trahs is available through the Carson Learning Center in MinneapoUs,
developed as the Biblical Personality Profile (Frazee 42). In much the same way as the
Disc, this tool identifies temperament and characteristics of the personality. In most all
successfiil situations of transition, the role of "Persuader" in the profiles best determines
success. My supposition is that a Persuader would test high in the i portion of the DiSC.
The pomt is this: Pastoral leaders who are most successfial in church revhalizations are
those capable ofbeing encouragers and coaches ~ team and consensus building people
who stay at the task. For those who are not inherently this way, one caveat: It is probable
that leaders called to make church transitions will be given what they lack by the Spirit of
God. Those less high on the i portion of a scale, (not inherently Persuaders), may need to
take more time building trust before taking action.
Finally, revhalizing pastors studied by Bama revealed an inherent strength ofwill and
personality which gave them determination to follow their risk taking vision to success.
They had enough ego strength and determination to faithfially pursue the vision, and were
winsome enough to take others along with them. This does not mean these pastors are
egomaniacs. They are simply self assured and devoid of self doubt ~ marks of a final
indispensable quality; take-charge leadership.
Foundations fi-om Change Management Strategy
One element is missing fi-om church growth Hterature is material related to
understanding and dealmg with the psychological and emotional ramifications prevalent in
congregations who progress through revhalization and change. Tom Peters writes that
change can be initiated "in a nanosecond, [but] it takes forever to maintain the change"
(3). Maintaining the change is the difficulty in most church transitions where change is
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difficult, compromised, or the children continue to yearn for the homeostasis ofEgypt. In
fact, as Bama observes.
The wise tumaround leader will not simply expect to deal with a single
obstacle to renewal, but will expect to confi-ont a number of them. The
turnaround process is so difficuh because the comeback battle must be
waged on so many levels. (Tumaround 98)
One of those levels is handling emotional issues (related to change) that arise in the
congregation. Well managed, I beheve people wiU remain through the change. Brammer
created a six point schematic as a process-stage model of transition for persons in the
midst of change (23). The model creates an organized picture which corresponds to life
experience. One supposition to make is that organizations (congregations) have
experiences corporately that correspond to life transition. A large portion of the model
deals whh psychological and emotional issues accompanying the griefof change. Change
is a process where persons acknowledge the death of a perceived reality and its
permanence. There may be accompanying deaths of dreams and goals and other fiiture-
oriented expectations which cannot be disregarded as much as they need to be mourned.
Often there is a pre-adoptive versus a post-adoptive stance in persons in change or life
transitions.
Couples engaging in divorce fiimish an example. For the person being left, the news of
divorce may come as a destabilizing shock. The cycle ofgriefbegins at that point and
proceeds through the Kubler-Ross stages ofgrief for about two years. For the spouse
who is leaving, the griefwork associated with such a transhion has been going on quietly
and privately for a long time. There is little shock, little anger, little emotive response to
the death of the marriage. For the spouse who is leaving, pre-adoption has been at work
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for months. For the spouse being left, the post-adoptive work in the transhion is still lies
ahead. This is the reason for the contrast between spouses in reactions to divorce.
Within the church, a pastor and perhaps a group of lay leaders will often privately have
pre-adopted the changes necessary to move the church forward. They resemble the
spouse who is leaving. For those who have been complacent in the church and beheved all
was well, the post-adoptive work must still be done. What is often seen by pastors who
are blind-sided by negative reactions to introduced change is the post-adoptive work
happening before them. The psychological and emotional ramifications must be dealt with
gingerly if adequate pre-adoptive moves toward change are not accomplished. Esteem
and identity issues come into play for those surprised by the change.
Part of the grief and adaptation process is feeling the need to gather support though
fi-iendship networks (Brammer 26). For persons whose major fiiendship networks lie
whhin the church, the natural experience of church members is a degree of conflict and
upset as post-adoptive persons look to others for support. Pastors and others on the pre-
adoptive side may see this as an attempt to undermine the change or to stave off the
inevitable. What is needed then are three things: pastoral care giving that allows the
persons to express themselves freely, a determination to continue to communicate the true
nature ofthe change and reasons for its necessity, and remforcement of the pastor's
confidence in those experiencing change to handle h. A final over-riding reality is that
persons who feel out of control in other areas of hfe, may choose the "safe" environment
of the church and "safe" relationships with a pastor to display their emotional response to
those issues. Eventually, emotions subside and reason can again be heard. Options
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regarding the changing and not changing can be reinforced. Then goal setting can get
momentum moving in favor of the change.
In the church, the pastor must create a climate for change. The pastor wiU work on
several levels and with several groups ofpeople at the same time in order to yield the best
possible transition and to gain a feel for the group as a whole. Once accompUshed, the
pastoral leader may begin to implement the necessary and agreed upon stages for
productive change. What follows is not necessarily a chronological series of actions, but
more of a way to look at several facets of the same gem, as an anticipatory style of
leadership which is desired over all others (SchaUer, Agent 12, 14).
The first installment of change begins with listening. This involves hearing the birth
and growth stories of church and congregation, moments and movements in which they
faced change before, their growth to this point (personally, spiritually, and institutionally)
and some realization about their readiness level for change. Readiness is defined by
Blanchard as "the extent to which a follower demonstrates the ability and wilhngness to
accomplish a specific task" (193). For productive and lasting change to take place, the
readiness within the group to accept change must be measured. Otherwise, the retreat to
homeostatic balance wiU sabotage any long term effect of change.
Listening often begins in neighborhood group meetings, where several church famiUes
in the same area of town meet with the pastoral leader to discuss their personal journeys,
connection with the church and why they have stayed, and hopes and dreams for the
future ofthe church. Essential for this time would be a group ofguiding questions which
would probe under the surface to test answers and possible solutions. The pastor would
guide the process, and reveal some ofwho he/she is without any pei-sonal agendas. The
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hopes and dreams discussed can become threads in the tapestry called vision and the
mission communicated by the pastor in the future.
Listening would include meeting with existing small groups at informal gatherings and
Sunday school meetings to continue gathering data for analyzing the readiness level of the
congregation. This approach also lends hself to identifying informal networks of friends
and leaders who are influential within each group. These persons and relationships can be
stored away in memory until time to "rub raw the sores ofdiscontent" or to create the
feeling of crisis in the congregation. Essential to productive change is the grouping, at
least mentally, of persons sympathetic to change or dissatisfied whh the present situation
(Schaller, Agent 90).
A second movement in the transition would be meeting with the congregational group
which oversees the pastor and her/his relationship with the congregation. In the United
Methodist Church, this is the Staff-Parish Relations Committee. This group must be
informed fi^om the beginning about several aspects of the pastoral role in transitioning the
church to vitality, the appropriate procedures for dealing whh change, the formal and
informal hnes of information sharing within the church, characteristics and temperament of
the pastor, and guiding questions which would reveal past experiences whh changes. This
is a group who might be available to test a new idea, assumption, or course of action
before risking the idea with the entire church. This group could offer valuable feedback
about pastoral performance, communication style, and concerns. They may even form the
group that first celebrates accomplishments. They may also give the pastor an opportunity
to examine selfperceptions in the light of congregational perceptions. This group would
serve as a clearinghouse for new policies and procedures, should the need arise.
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In the give and take of the ongoing conversation with this group of people, discussions
should emerge about congregational expectations for their pastor. Then the pastor can
differentiate him/herself from as many of those as she/he will not or cannot flilfill due to
self awareness, gifts, and professional commitments. This eliminates possible
misunderstandings in the fiiture. The keys here are mutual trust and concern for the good
of the church. This mode ofoperating is not whhout risks for some very obvious
reasons. Primarily, it requires a great deal of trust and vulnerability on the part of the
pastor and places responsibility on the Staff-Parish Relations Committee for honesty and
accountability.
A third portion of the strategy for healthy relationships in the change process is time
and patience. Time is essential for persons who pastor in itinerant systems. Trust in the
pastor for change takes longer in congregations who experience the musical chairs system
ofpastoral appointment, so one of the greatest decisions a revitalization pastor can make
is a long term commitment to the congregation as an expression of love (Bama,
Tumaround 56; CrandaU 105).
The fourth component ofproductive change toward revhalization is communication.
Nothing happens regarding change until people see and feel the need for it. To contract
for change means to conununicate clearly a compeUing vision distiUed out ofUstening to
the people and to the Spirit ofGod about where the church can and should move toward
the desirable fiiture (Schaller, Agent 93). There are at least three essential components
what will be communicated: information and reasons for changing; feeling the need to
change through well detailed success or failure stories which prompt good questions; and
feedback loops to discuss what is being heard. Bridges recommends, in the feedback
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process, the necesshy ofboth hearing the feedback and creating a Transition Management
Team to handle feedback for productive resolution (22). In the church, h might behoove
the Staff-Parish Relations Committee to create this team as a temporary group under their
supervision and containing at least one of their members. Hearing feedback with the team
offers the pastor a pulse point for the congregation's general attitude. It creates an avenue
for expression to keep communication out of the underground networks that sow seeds of
dissension about the change, and allows the pastor to determine which persons fall into the
categories outlined by Rogers.
Perry and Shawchuck advocate formal feedback loops (without advocating Transhion
Management Teams) as problem solving arenas for lay and clergy to work together in
estabUshing positive change (202). The pull to create homeostatic balance (to return to
the way things were) can be overcome in these formal settings of listening to the
congregation through consistent and constant reiteration of the rationale for change. The
formal structure creates a feeling of confidence in the church's leadership, both lay and
clergy, and reiterates the commitment to see the change through. The situation and level
of leadership provided can allow for the flexibility of long term and short term existence of
the Team. Again, every arena available to the pastoral leadership to reiterate and recast
the vision must be utilized to create that preferred fiiture available to the church.
What cannot be forgotten is the necessity of conmiunicating a compelling vision for the
future, foUowed by a detailed plan that achieves the desired goals If the change is music
style in worship and the goal is greater numbers ofyoung families and pre-Christians
visiting the church, a series of steps toward that change would include the purpose and
rationale for making the change. Next, leadership might draw a picture of an appealing
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future that captures the heart and imagination, especially if there is a true success story to
draw upon. The picture should include incremental steps, with checks to keep the train
from moving too fast. Finally, everyone must be given a part to play in the realization of
the vision that gives them a feeling of significant participation (Kirkpatrick 133).
John Kotter of the Harvard Business School has studied change in business for several
years and has created an eight-stage process for creating major change. First, the change
agent must create a sense ofurgency in the system or acknowledge a crisis that exists in
the system. In so doing, the change agent must also generate an analysis of the potential
hazards upcoming if no change occurs, and examine the context of the situation. In
business, this means the marketplace, yet in the Church it means an examination of the
ministry context both in the local church system and the society in which the church
ministers (Schaller, Agent 76).
Next, there must be a "guiding coalhion" to see the change through from start to finish,
with enough authority to act in leading the change. This requires a team which rallies
around the purpose and vision that is estabUshed.
Then, the strategy requires development of a strategic vision that focuses and directs
change. The new vision and direction, along with action steps, must be communicated as
clearly and as often as possible. At the same time, the group leading the change must
begin to model and "live in" the coming reality. For instance, if the new church vision
involves meeting or targeting pre-Christian friends and neighbors and invhing them to
come to Christ and the church, the group must begin to model this behavior. Next, the
group in charge of change creates broad action plans to bring about the new vision in the
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overall system. This means removing obstacles to growth, changing structures that inhibit
the change, and encouraging well-designed risk taking in new ventures.
Afterward, the generation and celebration of short term wins are held in high regard in
the organization, and those responsible are rewarded. This celebrating creates two
ingredients essential to continued progress: momentum and confidence. These lead to
more risk taking and greater levels of change, which in turn fijel participation and moral.
Next, the roUmg momentum must be utilized to create positive regard for innovations
or ideas so that the organization does not stagnate. In the church, this may mean greater
expenditures for program doUars, new ministries, and building programs.
Finally, new approaches are anchored in the culture of the organization through
(1) leader development that invests in new leaders the dynamics and values of the church,
and (2) constant articulation of connections between the vision, change steps, and the
success of the organization. These two anchored approaches must lead to gains in quality,
development of ideas or plans, and the church's effectiveness in creating new disciples.
In the local church, this strategy can be accomplished as long as the emotional
ramifications of the change are articulated. It is vhal for the pastor as a change agent to
communicate appreciation for the church and its people. It is also vital for the church
members to know and feel as though their interests and the interests ofGod, wiU be served
in the change. The congregation and the pastor should never act toward change just for
the sake ofvain ambition, change for change's sake, or a personal agenda. Supervisory
groups should be sufficiently committed to the pastor and church to ask questions about
why change must occur.
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What cannot be overlooked by leadership in any change process is an issue as critical
as deahng with emotional ramifications. This issue is best described as status quo
thinking. Most change strategists in business have one element in connmon. Change in
business in often generated by a general feeling of crisis that the business may be lost if
change does not occur. Institutional change most often begins with a state of discontent
or crisis with the status quo. The difficulty is, most congregations are content, if not
complacent. The best situation is a church which is in a period of crisis. Just as a
struggling business may find itself in a position to make a change for greater markets,
profits, etc., so too must church members be able to recognize their crisis. In business,
failure to see the reality results in lost profits. In the church which hangs on to life for the
institution it has become, it means slow death by not renewing the lives of others in a
godly, life-changing process.
The role of the pastor, then, is to create some sense of necessity for change. Practical
strategies range from creating a visual picture of a fiature with no change as compared to a
more compelling fixture because of change, to relocation of the church to grant a fresh
start. In business, poor cash flow, poor debt retirement, and a loss ofmarket share often
predicate change. In the church that is simply not as big as h once was, or is maintaining
its size while the city grows by leaps and bounds, the drag for status quo is intense.
Normally, the crisis is already fiill blown before h is perceived.
Foundations from Church Revhalization Resources
One of the resources for understanding transition and change in revitaUzing churches is
gathered under the heading "revitalization." For pastors who desire to lead a church on a
fresh adventure and a new start, the available examples are plentifiil. Most revhalized
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churches offer a very contextualized story and set of action plans or principles developed
in and for the congregation who chose to chart a new course.
Just as Jesus warns us about new wine poured into old wineskins, so too are change
agents warned ofboth the perils and positive resuhs that come in a carefully crafted
transition. The passage regarding old wineskins and new wine has often been utilized as
formational criteria for not pursuing a change strategy in an estabUshed church. In the
same way that the expansion ofnew wine in a brittle, old skin breaks the skin and wastes
both wine and skin, changing churches from states of plateau or decline can also lead to
waste of time, energy, and resources. Leading growth proponent and church analyst Lyle
Schaller beUeves that church planting is a much more productive process, even when
counting the costs of old buildings and facilities going unused. Schaller beUeves the
passage of time aUows for changes that aher or eliminate the original purpose, but that
institution tends to cater to the old purpose unth the institution disappears. Most horror
stories are about battle scars and defeats pastors experienced when trying to change the
institution catering to an outdated or even non-existent market. Starting from scratch and
developing new congregations can be more effective and less frustrating (Schaller qtd. in
Frazee 12).
SmaU group evangelism proponent Ralph Neighbour reports the frustration in
attempting to create lasting change. His remedy, too, is to develop new wineskins, which
is usually defined as writing off attempts to revitalize the long tenured church, in favor of
planting a new one (Neighbour 91). However, what is most needed are methods that
create new wineskins in existing congregations. Seven essential elements emerge from the
literature as common in the strategy to create new life in an old congregation.
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Essential element one. The first essential element for revhalization arising out of the
literature is a re-emphasis on or re-capturing ofprayer and spiritual renewal in the
congregation. There is an appreciable advantage the Church has over business: the power
ofGod moving among His people. To renew a congregation, we most often have to begin
renewing the spiritual lives of the congregation (Schaller qtd. in Frazee 13; CrandaU 40).
Prayer must be the starting point for any revhalization effort. Many revivals and
outbreaks of conversion growth occurred when a pastor and congregation began to seek
God.
George Barna (Turnaround 76; Vision 68) is more than a casual proponent ofprayer
as the starting point for revhalization ministry for several reasons. It is my own
supposition that we cannot by our own power, intellect, and persuasion change the heart,
mind, or character of another person. The Holy Spirit, alive in each person, can be the
power that convinces people who desire to hang on to a meaningflil past to move toward
change. Interceding for those who resist godly change is as important as transition
management .
Second, I beUeve prayer is the one act of a Christian's life that over and over again
attributes to remarkable gains in revitalization. Prayer is the place and position ofpersonal
worship and transformation out ofwhich grows our Christian character. Prayer is the
place to hear God speak most clearly regarding the condition of our lives. Prayer is where
we ask God for the power to overcome obstacles and conflicts. It is where we draw inner
strength for the journey and caUing God places upon each ofus. Out of this place of
submission, worship, seeking, and Ustening every act ofministry grows.
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Third we pray because we cannot know the mind ofGod without it. To know the
mind of God is to reach beyond our own limitations to see larger visions and dream larger
dreams. IfGod grants a vision we cannot accomphsh whhout Him and others, we can rest
assured it will glorify Him. We are limited by the imaginations we carry, which are largely
extrapolations of our experiences and emotional processing. Without prayer, "we rarely
dare to plan for that which we cannot expect to become reality" (Bama, Vision 71).
Fourth, we pray because our experience with God and the model of Jesus leads us to
believe that there are some things God does not or will not do unless we seek him in
prayer and ask. Each time Jesus needed direction, power, and nurture he "often withdrew
into lonely places and prayed" (Luke 5:16,11:1, 9:28,4:42; Mark 1:35). Not only did
Jesus model the life of prayer and contact with the Father, he conmianded each ofus to do
so (John 15). Without doing so, we cannot achieve anything, no matter our ability to plan
and lead. Jesus modeled prayer for the Twelve; they modeled it for the early Church.
Pastors must model, practice, and teach prayer for the churches they serve if revhalization
is to occur. They must find those who are willing to agree in prayer with them, especially
when seeking a God-directed vision for revitalizing a church. Prayer can be a consensus
buUding process in this regard.
Finally, "the study of the Word and prayer are a unified process .... In grasping
vision, prayer is an indispensable ingredient in the process" (Bama, Vision 90). Most of
the time, prayer is much speaking to God and asking Him to bless our plans and dreams.
Several revitalization pastors point to prayer as a place of submission to the will and love
ofGod for the purposes God chooses for us (CrandaU 47). Prayer is the practice where
we genuinely listen to God for direction, and where we allow God to hold sway over us;
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taking ourselves out of control (Bama, Vision 90). Without awahing such direction, we
are only as usefiil as our ability and hnagination. Timing is essential in introducing change
into a system already in place. Who better to ask than the One who knew the "fiiUness of
time?" We must be still and attentive long enough for God to speak and for us to hsten.
This also may mean we sit on a dream, plan, or goal until God yields the "go-ahead." This
may require a great deal of inactivity in a profession that, like business, also thrives on
activity and getting things accomplished, even whh the purest ofmotives (Bama, Vision
91).
CrandaU relates three success stories regarding the recovery ofprayer for revhalizing
the local church (47-49). One example cites a church in Muncie, Indiana under the
leadership of Gregg Parris. His personal focus on prayer became a sermon series which
led to a renewal ofprayer in the congregation. One member reports a dynamic difference
m herself and the "feel" of the church. The recovery and re-emphasis ofprayer led to five
types of renewal. CrandaU, recalling H.A. Snyder's five categories for renewal, concludes
his conmients regarding the recovery ofprayer this way:
Prayer is usually the starting point forpersonal renewal for members of the
congregation just as it is for the pastor Prayer is not only a channel for
personal and corporate renewal, it also contributes significantly to
conceptual and missiological renewal. Perhaps prayer relates to structural
renewal only in the sense that "form" is supposed to follow "fimction."
Once a congregation discovers a new purpose or "fimction," it needs new
ways to organize in order to accomplish the required ministry. (48)
The tme beginning of renewal finds hs emphasis, therefore, not in inspiring the
congregation to get busy for God. It begins in askmg members to get quiet before God
and modeling how to do it. The church must own and practice prayer seriously before
God will grant the vision and wisdom to carry out any type of revhalization effort. Each
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person must love God enough to seek Him, stay long enough to hear Him, and have
passion enough to obey Him. "Until the church sees prayer as a world class weapon in the
battle against evil and cherishes prayer as a means of intimate contact and constant
communication with God .... the efforts of a Body .... are doomed to fail" (Bama,
Tumaround 97).
Essential element two. The second essential element contained in the hterature on
revitalization is a recovery ofworship, including preaching and teaching that is biblically
based and relevant to life issues. If any area of revhahzation is fraught with peril, this
area is the one. Worship involves identity; h is the way a group identifies itself as a
worshipping body. It creates distinctions in who people are. Worship practiced in
traditional ways often signifies security and the way things ought to be. To change
worship from the "way we have always done it" is to open a Pandora's box of difficulty.
To change the music with which we worship is to create immediate dissension. Yet, ifwe
were to inspect a record, tape, or CD collection in the homes, cars, or businesses of any
one of the dissenters, rarely would we find "Holy, Holy, Holy," "Rigadoun," or
Pachelbel's "Canon in D." More than likely such an inspection would yield musical tastes
that were generated more by culture than church. It also is an irony that many
institutionahzed hymns written by Luther and the Wesleys are sacred, poetic messages set
to bar tunes and coal miner songs. The messages of the songs were carried in the music of
the culture of their day and great revival happened. How then does the revitalization
pastor change worship in order to meet the needs of at least two divergent groups: the
culturally astute and the traditionally conmiitted?
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The people ofGod's creation are created to worship. The primary reason for creation
is worship. Worship is an event in which we give heart, soul, and mind to God as an act
ofawe, reverence, love, and submission. It is the event of life capable of transforming us
mto the image God had for us before the fall. We are transformed by and into the gods to
which we lend respect, credence, and money. As the single major gathering event,
worship is the primary entry point to the church. What vishors and members experience in
worship determines their aUegiance to the church. Recovery of vhal, culturally sensitive
worship is essential to every revhalization plan.
"Growing churches have dynamic corporate worship" (Easum 43). The major
indicator of church vhality is the attendance at the Sunday worship service (Easum 43).
Accordmg to Easum, the primary focal point ofworship, especially for visitors, is the
preaching moment. Vishors will evaluate the church based upon the preaching moment.
Preaching that attracts visitors and inspires members relies on bibhcal content and stories
which illustrate the points of the message. It must arise out of the truth of God's Word,
be relevant to the hearers, and may involve some stories from the life of the preacher that
makes the message live. The message wiU avoid large, abstract, theological terms and
center on the basics ofGod's loving grace. It will be short on exposition of a Bible
passage and long on apphcation in the lives of the hearers. Lyle SchaUer believes that
churches wanting to be successfiil in reaching new generations of adults wiU center on
concept and values "reflected in such words as grace, relationships, hope, love,
forgiveness, identity, acceptance, compassion, choices, caring, and service" [original
emphasis] (Bridges 34). Many church pastors find a great deal of success with new
comers to their churches by stressing points in messages that relate helpfiil truths for
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everyday living. In this, the messages most often could be categorized as teaching
moments, not preaching (Dobson 41).
Variety, it is said, is the spice of life. If so, spice has run amuck in our society. When
the society comes to the church, variety is expected. Ours is now the most affluent society
in the world. The visible symbol of that affluence is choice. As a part of the revhalization
process, a primary consideration may be the addition of an ahemative service. More and
more churches "are offering at least three types ofworship experiences every weekend"
(Schaller, Bridges 56). Church growth theory has normally indicated that growth will
happen simply by adding a service. This is the method many tradhional churches utilize to
skirt the issues raised by changes in format or music.
What is currently advocated is the addhion ofnot just a carbon copy of an existing
service, but a distinctly different service focused on the needs ofunchurched people
(Hunter, Church 53,73; Schaller. Bridges 36). Several models serve as examples, but
most involve what was learned by the people ofWillow Creek Community Church of
South Barrington, lUinois. They are pioneers in the "seeker driven" model of service. The
music is upbeat, personal, and contemporary. The messages relate the gospel of Jesus
Christ in an attractive and compelling way. Drama vignettes, video clips fi^om movies,
shde presentations, and other multimedia experiences also help communicate the message,
or at least raise issues that the preached message seeks to answer. These services reflect a
quality level rivaling anything professionaUy produced in the entertairmient field. These
services are more passive than participatory. They seek to reach an audience which has
not ever or in a long time experienced "church." The believing conmiunity holds services
expressly for themselves at other times in which worship, participation, and the style of
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message center on deepening the life ofbelievers. For example, Willow Creek holds
Wednesday evening services called "New Community" that contains more audience
participation in praise and worship. These services are focused to reach new members and
long term Christians.
Whether through seeker driven services or a single service on Sunday, it is important
that the message ofChrist, bibhcal principles for living, and worship ofGod create an
environment for contact with God. To reach others for Christ and to invite them to
worship requires a lifestyle which intentionally includes umeached people. Ifpeople are
genuinely warm with guests and the church offers a relevant service (Callahan 25), the
path to revitahzation can be walked. Revitalization happens when new and umeached
people are inspired to enter the life of the church. Their experience ofworship and the
people ofGod help them make the decision.
Essential element three. Whether in business or in church work, the essential element
ofvision is paramount to success. It must be combined with a galvanized, committed core
around a leader who carries the vision. Defined in a number ofways, vision is a
compeUing sense ofmovement and effort in the production of a preferred fiiture. Vision
is most often fiiture focused and innovative, based neither on solving today's difficulties
nor reflecting yesterday's failures. As a part of the vision, long range goals create
incremental steps in unfolding the reaUty hoped for in the vision. Every author in
revhalization strategy stresses the importance of a uniting, compeUing vision and a long-
range planning strategy to see the vision reahzed.
Vision represents a preferred, compelling fiiture and is different from mission and
purpose. "Vision is specific, detailed, customized, distinctive and unique to a given
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church. It allows leaders to say no to opportunities, h provides direction, h empowers
people for service, and h facilhates productivity" (Bama, Vision 37). The vision
statement differs from the mission statement, both in clarity and in breadth. A mission
statement seeks to be philosophic and directional, while a vision statement details how the
church or organization seeks to impact hs context. For instance, the mission statement of
Willow Creek Community Church reads, "to turn irreligious people into frilly devoted
foUowers of Jesus Christ." It is open and broad, devoid of steps, and implies a set of
values. It is not, however, a vision statement. The vision statement covers several
paragraphs and speaks in detail about the church's fourfold purpose, direction, focus, and
mission (Braoudakis 63).
Peter Senge states the differences well in making the point that vision is only a third of
an overaU three-part discipline he calls "governing ideas" - a discipline he believes
organizations must master for success. The governing ideas answer three critical
questions: "What?" "Why?" "How?"
Vision is the "What?" ~ the picture of the fiiture we seek to create.
Purpose (or mission) is the "Why" ~ the organization's answer to the question,
"Why do we exist?" Grreat organizations have a larger sense ofpurpose that
transcends providing for the needs of the shareholders and employees. They
seek to contribute to the world in some unique way, to add a distinctive source of
value.
Core values answer the question, "How do we want to act, consistent
with our mission, along the path toward achieving our vision?" A company's
values may include integrity, honesty, freedom .... merit or loyalty. (223)
In articulating vision, Senge (225) advocates a positive, proactive set of statements for
vision. It must be forward focused, positive, and solution oriented and not problem
oriented. To ask "What do we want?" is a different orientation than "What do we want to
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avoid?" Negative vision limits success in three ways: it focuses energy on preventing
something rather than developing new ideas; it carries a subtle message of powerlessness
or victimization that rallies people only when a threat occurs; it creates a short term
outlook, as the group is only unified and motivated as long as the threat persists (Senge
225).
For the church in need of revhalization, this is particularly appropriate information.
Problems or negative results in the past often create a sense ofmaintaining what is
working. The thought seems to be, "Let's not try anything new or different; let's keep the
status quo," at the same time, decline quietly begins. The outlook for status quo is short
term. Short term thinking will not help revitalization occur. Only when people are united
in a long term process will revitalization occur. No entity can continue in the same path
without decline. In any church unchaUenged and unabated by crisis, decline takes place
over a slow period ofyears until few people, little money, and no programs exist. To
make a fi^esh start, a new vision, relevant to the culture extrinsic and intrinsic to the
church, needs to be generated.
Generating vision is one of the most perilous aspects of leadership. Bama relates that a
pastor seeking God's vision must be aware of three things. First is self-interest. Seeking
God's vision for the purpose of feathering your own nest or climbing the ladder to
professional success are not kingdom values God will honor. The vision must be sought
fi-om God in order to discern his heart for the local church. "The success of achieving
God's vision may bring success to the pastor, but self interest will land the pastor in
burnout or unemployment" (Bama, Vision 66).
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Second, the vision cannot be generated in a vacuum, yet it cannot be a committee
project. Bama reports that successful leaders create vision by listening to God, Ustening
to others, and testing whh a few others the first several statements of the vision. "In so
domg, the vision becomes the passionate enterprise of a shared group, carried by one
person" (Bama, Vision 67). Senge also touches on this aspect: "The first step in
mastering the discipUne ofbuilding shared vision is to give up traditional notions that
visions are always announced from 'on high' or come from an organization's
mstitutionalized planning process" (213). At the same time, those who have had input
wiU hear a portion oftheir own preferred fijture that validates their role even though
everyone may not buy into every element of the vision. Yet, as it is communicated, each
can say, "Yes! That's it! Even if I don't like aU of it, that is where we need to go."
Third, people wiU have little time to create dissension, and will be less tolerated by
others, when there is a compelling reason for being (mission), a picture of the preferred
fiiture (vision), a set ofprinciples for decision making (values), and a series of action
steps to move forward (strategic plan).
Randy Frazee relates the necessity of new vision in his experience as a pastor leading
revitalization (50). A thorough analysis of the church's situation yielded several ways the
church needed to change in order to put down dissension and create a new fiiture. His
vision was to retum the church to a ministry of thousands, to minister to the families in
and around the church, and capable staffing that could see the transition into the fiiture.
After five years, many ofthe vision's components are coming to fiill reality. Even so, the
path through transition required a new vision and a core group (the elder board of the
church) who helped ensure the new vision became a reality. The board ensured
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accountability and continued support for the vision, even among those who resisted the
new direction.
Essential to the success of the revitalization has been the shared nature of the vision.
"Ultimately, leaders intent on building shared visions must be willing to continually share
their personal visions. They must also be prepared to ask, 'Will you foUow me?' This can
be difficult" (Senge 2 15)-diflficult, yes, but not impossible. "Visions that are truly shared
take time to emerge. They grow as a by-product of interactions of individual visions.
Experience shows that visions that are genuinely shared require on-going conversations
where individuals feel safe about a free exchange of vision between trusted peers" (Senge
217). The pastoral leader seeking to transition a church to vhality will introduce a shared
vision, generated out ofmuch listening to God and the congregation. The pastor will then
communicate the vision with clarity and regularity. David Komfield reflects on this aspect
of renewal in a near poetic passage that summarizes this section :
What brings renewal to our lives? There are two dimensions�the dream
and the journey. The dream comes from God. As we tune our hearts to
his, our vision of his desires becomes clearer. The joumey is living out the
dream-putting into practice the vision God gives us. . . . You may want to
begin with Chapter One, on a vision for the Kingdom ofGod. This vision
provides a framework for everything God intends his Church to be. [original
emphasis] (3-5)
Essential element four. Churches are built on, by, with, and for people�aU to the glory
ofGod. Therefore, churches are most often a large network of relationships lived out in
two dhnensions: vertical and horizontal. The vertical is our relationship with God, hved
out in daily service and devotion, worship and celebration, and prayer. The horizontal
dimension is relationship with others. Revhalized churches usually have captured the
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essential element that small group nurture often leads to church growth (CrandaU 86;
Schaller, Bridges 29; Hunter, Church 82; Galloway 1 1 1). The reason, as outlined by
Carl George is simple:
What then does a cell accomplish? Each one addresses four dimensions of
ministry: loving (pastoral care), learning, (Bible knowledge), deciding
(group internal administration), and doing (duties that serve those outside
the group). . . . Each wiU generally fit under one of two headings: nurture
groups or task groups. (89)
Each of these fianctions have traditionally been part of the pastor's role. A growing trend
in the past twenty years which has led to the mega-church phenomenon has been the
creation of churches centered around the small nurture, task, and special needs groups. In
many mainline denominations, small groups have often meant Sunday school, a borrowed
model from eighteenth century England where many illiterate persons were educated in
the "3 Rs" (George 28). In churches utilizing this model in modem America, teaching
the Bible is the sole purpose. The class was often cerebral in focus, and feUowship with
each other happened as a matter ofbeing in the same room. Today, the needs of a
complex society have grown to the point that this environment is no longer suited to
growth, intimacy, recovery, and acceptance. Persons need Bible teaching with Ufe
application and yeam for close relationships in a society fiaU of loneliness and individuaUsm
(George 22; Schaller, Bridges 34). Small groups facilhate opportunity for both (CrandaU
125).
Groups allow several basic benefits to occur in the life of the church. First, pastoral
care is spread out. Connection goes beyond pastor to people and becomes people to
people. The largest church in the world, Yoido FuU Gospel Church in Seoul, Korea,
utUized this model in growing to eight-hundred thousand members. Since any pastor can
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effectively care for no more than ten persons, or at most a congregation of one hundred,
how in the world would pastoral care ever be accomphshed? No church could ever afford
to hire the pastoral staff necessary to care for all those needs. The answer has been small
groups, gathered around special needs, friendship networks, service responsibilhies, and
even common interest. Pastoral care is given by the group and by commissioned, trained
lay pastors. The key, however, is that when a person has a need, it is met by others in the
group process.
Second, evangelism can be an intentional part of the process ofgroups. Hunter
suggests six characteristics growing churches have in reaching pre-Christian people:
"Churches turn around and grow as they are: Identif/ing receptive people, Reaching
across social networks to others. Organizing new recruhing groups and entry
points. Ministering to the needs of people, Indigenizing ministries to fit the culture,
and Planning to achieve the fiiture they intend" [original emphasis] (Power 39).
Examining all six of these reveals how weU a small group ministry of any church, whh
intentionality and focus, can create an environment for growth that exceeds the ability of
the professional clergy person to accomphsh alone. One approach to smaU groups
developed byWillow Creek involves groups designed for persons to ask questions about
the claims ofChristianity. Who better to hear a prayer of confession of sin, faith in Christ,
and acceptance ofGod's leadership in their lives than the very people who nurtured the
desire God placed there?
Third, people can learn the content and the relevance of the Bible in small groups. This
has always been the case, yet the market has been flooded in the wake ofpioneer Lyman
Coleman's work in the Serendipity series. From special topics and entry level matters to
the 400-level series of studies, these resources take the truth of Scripture and apply it in
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life changing ways. They are meant to be used in small group settings for discussion and
personal apphcation. Serendipity has even printed a Bible for use specifically in that
setting, with questions to aid facilitators. No one in the group is the teacher or Bible
study expert. A facilitator keeps the group moving and on task. The truth fi-om God's
Word is carried until the next meeting. Group members end in prayer for each other, then
pray for those networked fiiends who are without the help and hope ofChrist. The next
step is to invite them into the celebration ofworship.
Fourth, building and space issues can be creatively handled because the church need
not be the meeting place. Many groups meeting in the 6,000 member New Hope
Community Church ofPortland, Oregon meet in homes, unless their group is a service
group conmiitted to ministry on the church campus (Galloway 111). This fi-ees class
space for children and youth ministries to flourish.
Fifth, greater participation in the administration of the church can be accomplished by
disseminating information, opportunities, and recruhment though the network of smaU
groups. Better communication comes from proximity and contact within the groups.
Similarly, ministry participation by the group can be administered with effectiveness in the
close confines. Accountability is already built in so that a high level ofparticipation can be
realized by the group. In this way, the participation level ofmembers in the larger life of
the church keeps the group from becoming ingrown.
Finally, training and recruiting new leaders for every level of leadership in the church
system is incorporated as a natural outgrowth of expanding groups. Laity feel a part of
the greater mission of the congregation as a benefit ofbeing in a group. The real benefit
in this regard is greater stewardship of resources.
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Part of the folk knowledge of church work among pastors reveals that many people
drop out of church because they feel no connection to its constituency (Easum 35).
CaUahan reminds us that people join a church "looking for community, not for
committees" (35). A church usually has three months to assimilate new members into the
mainstream of church life, Christian education, service, and nurture. Without assimilation,
the dropout rate to nominal membership status is extremely high. Small groups manage
this in three ways. First, groups serve as a point of entry into the mainstream before actual
participation in worship. This is true whether the smaU group setting is for home study, a
special need Uke AA, Al-Anon, grief recovery, separation survival, or divorce recovery.
Many persons will experience the church in a small group environment before attending
worship.
Second, groups connect new people to a group ofpeople caring for one another. This
connection fosters relationships that sustain themselves. People who like one another,
care for one another, and learn with one another are likely to stay together over a long
term. Many ceU group advocates desire for the group to grow and multiply. They ask
members to leave and create a new group through friendship networks of unchurched
persons in their Uves. This gives a sense of divine purpose for persons who are looking
for fiilfiUment in a cause larger than themselves.
Third, the drop-out rate prevalent in larger church settings can inhibit growth. In the
smaU group, no one's absence goes unnoticed, and through intentional outreach, those
who stop coming can re-enter that group or enter another more suited to their tastes. The
essential role of the group is to see that people are cared for in their time of need and that
they stay connected to the church.
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For revitalization pastors who assume the leadership of declining, traditional,
denominational churches, the starting point to see groups develop and succeed is a
commitment to live in two worlds: small group understood as tradhional American
Sunday school and smaU group as the cell, celebration, and caU (lay ministry) advocated
byMike Slaughter (107). RickWarren of Saddleback VaUey Community Church has
been successfiil in keeping these two worlds going at the same time (144). Discipleship
training happens in repetitive small groups as a fimction of the overall program on Sunday
evenings. Warren has devised a "baseball diamond" strategy which moves persons fi^om
mquiring attenders to the first base class 101 where membership responsibility is taught
and new members are welcomed. Second base represents those moving on in Christian
maturity through Bible study, special needs groups, and signing of a maturity covenant.
Third base explores the ministry needs of the church, seeking to match persons' spiritual
gifts and talents to those needs as a mark of stewarding the church's resources and helping
people steward their own. Home plate represents the inner committed core who are
mission minded servants seeking to spread the gospel of Jesus Christ to the lost. Members
are trained in faith sharing according to their personalities and passions�ever seeking to
invite others into a spiritual conversation. Warren writes, "You don't get credit for
runners left on base. Our uhimate goal is to turn an audience into an army. We want to
have Grand Slam Disciples" (145).
Essential element five. Webster defines assimilation as "absorption; the making of
something like a larger entity" (Kidney 17). For the church, assimilation "is the task of
moving people from an awareness of the church to church attendance, to active
membership in your church" (Warren 309). Revhalized churches have mastered a system
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of outreach which leads to invhing, caring, nurturing, and assimilating new persons into
the church. While the best method is still incorporating new persons through small group
friendship networks, many pastors working into that model will hve whh a foot in the
"already," looking toward the "not yet." "Ifyou don't have a system and a structure to
assimilate and keep the people you reach, they won't stay in your church" (Warren 310).
For many churches in existence a number ofyears, a generational attitude shift must
occur. In plateaued and declining churches, the era of the Boomer's childhood instilled in
congregations and many pastors an "ifyou build it, they wiU come" mentality. A
generation ago, aU that was needed for a church was ten acres on a corner lot of a housing
development and an open door. It was an era when going to church was socially
encouraged. Today, the social environment is often suspicious of the church, ifnot
hostile toward it. No longer wiU several hundred persons each month vish a church just
because it is there. Since churches are relational organisms, it takes relationships to build
them. Most people come to church looking for fiiendships, not simple fiiendliness.
Therefore, personal contact is necessary whether persons come because of a relationship
within the church or not.
Bin Easum (91-97) and John Ed Mathison (True 83-87) developed working models
of contact that are similar in approach. Both involve a series of phone calls and visits from
members assigned to that particular ministry. Easum believes phone calls are more
effective with younger generations leading busy lives. However, his San Antonio, Texas
church practices sending people from the church for personal contact twice. The initial
contact is for the purpose ofgiving the Sunday guests a plant for the home. The second
visit is a follow-up. Church members who visit vishors stay on the doorstep but do not
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go inside the home. Being culturally senshive is the key, so if the town or city's culture
necesshates one but not the other, do only one. The underlying idea is to give persons
who vish a feeling that they matter to the congregation and to the pastor, and to attempt
to bridge them into a relationship or two which may develop into deeper relationships.
Easum' s congregation builds prospect lists in two ways: (1) by holding community-wide
bridge events at the church, and (2) by conducting a community phone call canvas once
per year that locates potential persons for incorporation into the life of the congregation.
Persons on an inactive Ust are contacted by phone every three months to try and re
introduce them into the life of the church.
Mathison sends a letter to visitors following their first time at a principal service; but
before receiving the letter, they have already received two other contacts: one by phone
and another in person within the first thirty-six hours. People everywhere want to feel
special, and a flood of contact from the pastor and an evangelism conmiittee works well in
sending the message. Vital to this process is the training of persons committed to carrying
out the ministry who communicate genuine care for people. They listen for any special
needs the church might be able to meet. HopefiiUy, by the Wednesday night dinner, the
visiting person or family is sitting with their assigned member/family for dinner and
introduction to the Ufe of the church. The volunteers committed to vishation receive cards
by Monday afternoon. These are duplicates of registration cards signed in the Sunday
service. The volunteer makes the visit, writes notes on the card about the visit, and
returns it to the church within the week. This accomphshes accountability for volunteers
and provides information gathering for the staff. Both of these systems work weU for
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these large and growing churches. Pastors hoping to revitahze the churches they serve
must be adept at reading the cultural situation and create assimilation ministry accordingly.
The final installment in the assimilation process is a class taught by the senior pastor,
often under a heading such as "Inquirers Class" or "New Member Orientation." Models
range in contact hours from fiaur-hour mandatory Saturday membership classes (Warren
316); to one hour Sunday mornings for four weeks (Easum/Mathison), to a
comprehensive, thirteen-week series meeting at different times. Usually, these classes
meet on Sunday morning or evening (Slaughter 71, 72, 139). The culmination of the
classes is often baptism (for new Christians) and/or reception into official membership,
foUowed by a more intimate reception at the home of the pastor. Each of the pastors
Usted above beUeve in some form ofmembership covenant signed by new members. The
covenant may be a member-in-ministry volunteer card, a financial pledge card, or some
other commitment. The consensus among growing church pastors reveals the necessity
for creating high expectations up front. "We receive the commitment we ask for. The
manner [emphasis mine] in which people join your church wiU determine their
effectiveness as members for years to come" (Warren 315). "The very best time to
solicit a strong commitment for your members is at the moment they join" (Hunter,
Secular 143).
Warren (3 10-3 12) believes that the church must be clear about three things. First, we
must clarify the benefits/value ofbeing a part of the church. New inquirers bring a set of
questions with them that must be answered with integrity and clarity. Issues encompass
realities such as acceptance, fiiendship, value of the person to the church and mission of
Jesus, advantages ofmembership, and expectations of the church as God's agent. As a
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corollary, the class should lay out with clarity the values, the vision and strategy, the
organization, discipleship steps for each person, and how the church will aid each person
in their fulfillment. Third, the church needs a formalized system to aid communication
between the administration/leadership of the church and the congregation. Informed
members are good members, just as informed staffmake a better staff Communication
must flow both ways. Welcome cards in the pews with places for questions and
conmients, CARE (Contact, Assist, Relate, and Encourage) calls on a systematic basis to
check the pulse ofmembers, and lay pastor reports fi^om small/home group leaders all
serve to invite two-way communication.
Essential element six. Every growing and revhalized church has found a creative way
of deploying the resources of the congregation's membership into ministry (George 77;
CrandaU 122; Warren 365; Barna, Friendly 163). Greg Ogden believes that placing the
laity in ministry is the final installment of the Reformation begun in the 1500s. "[This]
Reformation seeks nothing less than the radical transformation of the selfperception of
all believers, so we see ourselves as vital channels through whom Godmediates his life to
other members of the body ofChrist and the world" [original emphasis] (12). Three
rediscoveries - that of the Holy Spirit and gifts of the Sph-h, the priesthood of all believers
(meaning all Christians are ministers), and the Church as an organism caUed Body of
Christ�all have seen renewed emphasis in the past twenty-five years. The fallout of the
rediscovery has initiated new emphases in the way churches seek to minister. The role of
the professional clergy, chaUenged and then reinforced by Luther's Reformation, has
created too large a gap between clergy and laity. "The New Reformation seeks the final
installment and entitles it lay ministry" (Ogden 20, 56-69).
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Many churches (including Saddleback, Willow Creek, Ginghamsburg) are operating
with an understanding of conmiitment levels as concentric circles (Schaller, Bridges 98-
99; Warren 307). The inner circle represents the committed core: those committed to
Christ, the church's vision, and a personal ministry in the life of the church. The next
circle out from the center represents the congregation-at-large. Rather than a personal
ministry in the church, these persons take the membership vows only seriously enough to
participate in ministries that offer something to them or their children. These persons see
themselves as church "customers" to be catered to by the church and they feel some
obligation to contribute marginally to the budget of the church, but to be involved at a
deeper level in the ministry of the church is never part of their reality. They are, in fact,
Warren's base runners who have been left stranded. The third circle includes those who
may identify themselves as members, but have never taken the vows ofmembership, or at
least not seriously. The primary task ofpastoral leaders seeking to revhalize a church is a
concentrated effort to intentionally move as many people as possible to the inner circle,
and to help them see that God caUs them there.
Virtually every item written on the essential element of lay ministry deployment centers
in the Scriptures which speak about spiritual gifts. Hallmark passages, which are meant to
be descriptive rather than exhaustive, include 1 Corinthians 12:1-30, Romans 12:6-8,
Ephesians 4:1-13, and 1 Peter 4:10-1 1. A spiritual gift is usually defined as a special
attribute or ability given by God's grace to every Christian as a design for fiilfilling a
ministry in the Body. Several authors�including Kenneth Kinghom, C. Peter Wagner, and
Bill Easum-categorize and develop discovery processes where spiritual gifts can be
introduced.
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Recently, the Willow Creek Association developed curriculum entitled "Network."
Network helps people find their spiritual gifts, but also their personal passions, talents, and
personahty traits which are part of any ministry experience. The curriculum is well
developed, informative, and seems to work extremely well for them. The commitment
must include more than self discovery�the end result must be getting people into ministry.
Lay deployment according to spiritual gifting is a more laborious, time consuming process
than simply assigning people or asking for volunteers. For many pastors, leading a church
in revhalization, the necessity ofhaving someone perform a task or enroll in a ministry
overrides the ideal of deployment according to spiritual gifts. Still, successfiil
revitalization contains commitment to this element (CrandaU 122).
In his study of churches, George Bama concluded there are four things growing
churches do in regard to spiritual gifts: (1) a heartfeh commitment to deployment in this
fashion, (2) a formal and intentional identification ofgifts and talents, (3) refinement of the
gifts and talents, and (4) providing supported opportunities to utilize gifts in significant
ministry (Friendly 163).
Once giftedness is discovered, a second intentional process ofdeployment relates
individuals and their gifts to the needs of the church (Mathison, Tme 74). Teachers must
be recmited and trained for Christian education. Adminstrators need places to serve as
administrators. Those who have mercy gifts and helping gifts need as much praise and
visibUity as those who tend to be out front in ministry. One avenue to incorporate this
element is stmcturing the church committee system more simply. This ensures people are
serving in ministry and not serving the system. The real key will be the creative
connections that are made between ministry needs and giftedness. This also helps
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determine new opportunities for ministry, according to the gifts found in the church, not
as the next "ministry du jour" (Johnston). Perhaps this the real vision God may have for
the church~a vision that utilizes the gifts the Spirit gives to the particular church body.
Essential element seven. As the assimilation process moves new believers and
members into the life of the congregation, personal discipleship and fiilfiUment of
membership responsibilities also grow. Revhalized churches beUeve strongly in holding
members accountable to their vows. Churches which have made the transition to
revitalization emphasize developing members into mature disciples. Nominal
membership, attendance, or involvement are countered by insistence from the office of the
senior pastor that vows and responses be fiilfiUed (Mathison, True 78; Every 22). This
necessitates a programmatic emphasis as well as provision for growth. Setting the
expectation high without providing for fiilfiUment sets people up for failure.
One measure of success lies in the standards for commitment. Most churches begin, in
church plants or revitalization congregations, using warm bodies for ministry roles. Once
growth occurs, the commitment levels progress upward untU requirements are more
stringent. The person who commits under tougher commitment standards often reveals a
deep level ofChristian commitment to exceUence in heart and life. "Each time you raise
the standards for leadership, you bring everyone else in the church along a little bit . . . just
as a rising tide raises aU boats in the harbor" (Warren 342).
Three things move together to create a committed environment. First is a high degree
ofBible study, evangeUsm, spiritual gifts, and other studies meant to raise levels of
awareness and individual life change. Alone, this is nothing more than cerebral selfhelp,
so there is also a need to call for commitment that requires more than some think
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possible. Second, a large request to a great work is always more productive than a menial
request to something ahruistic. People no longer have time to waste in committee work
and ministry also. Ifwe choose committee over ministry, chances are good people wiU
find a place to be in ministry but not in our church. Third, a well-communicated,
compelling vision built on foundational truths and values captures the dreams and
commitments of those we serve. To do so is to add meaning, value, and significance to
their lives. People will commit to anything that is greater than self-interest as long as the
reaUzation of the dream adds significance to them and the world. "People do not resent
being asked for a conmiitment if there is a great purpose behind it" (Warren 345).
One tiling to be clear about is this: When working in the economy ofGod's kingdom,
we do not always see an immediate benefit or pay-ofF. We may never see the fiiiit of our
labors this side of heaven (1 Cor. 3:1-9). At the same time, we can perceive benefits in
classes, lay ministry, or worship as we seek to grow people up in the Lord and increase
their level of commitment. As we are clear about such things, we can also be clear that
some will see the fiuit of labor in lay ministry and membership conmiitments, growth in
faith and holy habits, and in being in mission for others. When this happens, it is time to
celebrate and lift high the blessings God has given to the work in testimony and
celebration. In so doing, we personalize ministry to the point that anyone can be inspired,
trained, and deployed for work in the kingdom ofGod.
Summary
Several converging concepts arise out of the Hterature review which help create a
hoHstic picture of local church revhalization strategy. The seven essential elements (the
recovery of the life ofprayer in the church body, (2) spiritual renewal through vital and
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fulfilling worship including biblical preaching and teaching, (3) a God-inspired, pastor-
carried vision that is developed and "owned" by the congregation, (4) small group process
of discipleship and Bible study, (5) a process of assimilation for new members, (6) the
evaluation and deployment of lay ministers according to spiritual gifts, and (7) a caU for
deep conmiitments in fiilfilling the vows ofmembership) ensure integration of theory to
practice.
First, the temple metaphor and the sample ofguiding questions coincide whh essential
elements one and two, above. Worship, prayer, and sacrifice as found in the image of
temple are not only valid for the temple, they also form a practical point of entry into the
revhalization process. Each church narrative which reveals a poshive transhion to a
growmg and vibrant situation comes as a recovery ofprayer and godly worship.
Second, the questions arising from the image of temple as a portion of the education
and evangelizing process coincides with essential elements four and seven, above.
Churches which experience revitalization are churches that focus on preaching and
teaching the Bible across the age spectrum. The Bible is the one book on which
everything is based and decided, not at the expense of other sources ofwisdom but always
as the touchstone for fahh and practice. Facilitating education of biblical values into the
homes in the same way that teaching the Shema was in the Jewish environment stands as a
major challenge to the believers in any church.
In the Body metaphor, intentionally marshaled unity and giftedness under the lordship,
leadership, and resources ofChrist leads to a Body ofChrist fimctioning in the same way
each local church fimctioned in revitalization. Each revhalized church in the hterature
utihzed evangehsm, membership assimilation, and ministry deployment strategies
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commensurate with their context in order to utilize the gifts God had given. Thus, the
true nature of the Body is organized and h fimctions in an environment of fialfillment and
high expectation where the vision is clear. This corresponds to essential elements five, six,
and seven, above. Each of the questions arising from the Body metaphor may be asked
corporately and personally as an analysis grid to understand the fimctioning of the local
church. Solutions may be attained by determining a course of action in revitalizing a
church.
Essential element three (vision) relates the necessity for leadership and vision, and
corresponds to the section on leadership and change strategy. A God honoring and
bestowed vision in the local church is the result of thorough analysis of the church, much
prayer and waiting, and the courage and ability of the revhalization pastor to sell the
vision to an established group in decline.
The model for revitahzation in a local church must include all of the above. Prayer
must seek God's timing and solutions to a declming local church. Knowing that the
church fianctions best as a Temple and Body, knowing that there are seven essential
elements that create a vibrant and prevailing church, and securing a pastor who rallies the
various groups in the church, creates a springboard into any revhalization effort.
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CHAPTER 3
Design of the Study
Introduction
This chapter describes the procedures utilized in implementing the plan for
revhalization at Crossroads United Methodist Church according to a prescribed timeline.
I begin with a restatement of the purpose for this study, lift out the underlying assumptions
for the study, and clarify the use and purpose of the researcher-generated questionnaire
(Ministry Evaluation Form) found in Appendix A. Efforts to control for intervening
variables described in Chapter 1 of this dissertation are also explained. The reliability and
validity information regarding the researcher-generated questionnaire is documented, as
weU as pre-test and refinements. The procedures for data collection are outlined. Data
analysis is outhned and the validating person who has aided the project is named with
credential information to lend greater validity to the questionnaire. Finally, the timeline
for implementing the project with its elements is detailed.
Purpose Restated
The purpose of this research was (1) to create and hnplement a two-year revhalization
plan for Crossroads United Methodist Church according to a specific timehne, (2) to
analyze the results of that plan in terms of involvement statistics, and (3) to survey the
congregation and its leadership in regard to their experience of incorporating the seven
essential elements into the program of the church.
Theoretical information came from four arenas of scholarship: ecclesiology in terms of
the body ofChrist and temple metaphors found in the book ofEphesians, leadership
theory from Biblical and business resources, change process dynamics from business and
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church resources, and revitalization principles from church revitalization studies. The field
research came from incorporating seven essential elements growing congregations exhibh
and from measuring the elements' effects on the Crossroads congregation and hs
leadership. Information on the impact of the seven essential elements was gathered by
recording the numerical statistics related to the four areas ofmembership vows: prayers,
presence, gifts, and service. I recorded total membership numbers on a quarterly basis
over the two-year period of the study. I also examined reasons people left the
congregation when that occurred. Information was also gathered through a researcher-
generated questionnaire given to the congregation and hs leadership. This survey is caUed
the Ministry Evaluation Form (Appendix A).
Underlying Assumptions
The underlying assumptions ofthis study were these:
1 . If the revhalization plan was well received, the data gathered would reflect that
receptivity in measurable, numerical increases in the categories ofprayers, presence, gifts,
and service (lay ministry). In essence, there would be growth.
2. If the implementation of the seven essential elements had a positive effect, the
overall spirit of the congregation about itself and hs work would become more positive
across the length of the study, and this would be reflected in the survey responses.
3. If the seven essential elements were necessary for Crossroads to grow, then the
implementation of them would aid the growth.
4. If the plan and the seven essential elements were well received, there would be
minimal membership loss from persons in membership at implementation. It was hoped
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that ifmembership loss did occur, the losses would be lower than Bama's estimate of 50
percent (Tumaround 107).
Context of the Studv
This study was conducted in Crossroads United Methodist Church, located in
Lubbock, Texas; population 190,000. The church is a chartered church of the Northwest
Texas Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church. The study population
consisted of two groups. One was the core leadership who helped incorporate and
manage the change that occurred through the seven essential elements. This group is
caUed the administrative council and was composed of the chairpersons ofwork areas and
ministry teams who lead ministry and administration at Crossroads, plus various members
elected from the congregation at large. The second group surveyed was a random sample
ofmembers who volunteered to complete and retum the survey to the researcher on the
days h was distributed. This second group was in flux across the time of the study and
included some people in each survey and left others out when they were not present.
There were persons new to membership at the time the second and third surveys were
conducted who returned surveys. This may have skewed the results toward the positive
side due to social desirability (see below) and increased commitments to Crossroads
(perhaps reflected in their presence when surveyed). However, the method would seem
consistent with studies utilizing random sample surveys.
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Guiding Research Questions
Question 1
What are the common elements revhaUzed churches contain that have facilhated their
revhalization?
Question 2
Is h possible for those elements to be implemented in a planned fashion so that
Crossroads experiences revhalization?
Question 3
Hov^ did individual members of the congregation express their experience of the
growth and change process through their involvement as measured by prayers, presence,
gifts, and service (the vows ofmembership in the United Methodist Church)?
Question 4
How many new adult Christians entered membership at Crossroads during the two-
year period of the study and what was the average adult attendance in small group
ministries?
Question 5
What was the subjective experience of the congregation and its leadership whh the
implementation process - as measured by the researcher-generated questionnaire (Ministry
Evaluation Form) - given three times across the two-year period ofthis project?
Variables
Independent Variables
The independent variables for this study primarily involved the measurements
associated whh the rudimentary vows ofmembership in the United Methodist Church:
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prayers, presence, gifts and service. Participation in these vows are measured with
numerical values in key categories of church life. George Hunter relates five criteria
which indicate the strength of a congregation (Power 195-96). He advocates an average
for the previous ten years (where possible) measured against the most recent year's figures
in these categories: active resident membership at year's end, average worship attendance
for the year (best indicator, for it reveals trends long before membership does), average
Sunday school attendance (to which 1 have added the category of small group attendance),
number ofmembers involved in lay ministry to persons inside or outside the church
facility, and number of persons received by profession of faith (new Christians reflect the
effectiveness of the church's apostolic agenda). If the implementation of the seven
essential elements was well received, the numbers would reflect the level of receptivity
with numerical increases in these categories.
To correlate Hunter's criteria whh the vows ofUnited Methodist membership, prayers
were measured by self attesting individuals who experienced a continual or increased
intensity in their personal prayer life, and who participated in the prayer ministries of
Crossroads. A category ofquestions in the researcher developed instrument also
measured participation in prayer ministries. While this was potentially somewhat difficult
to measure with true scientific accuracy, the study depended upon the honesty and self
reporting of those who complete the researcher generated questionnaire and tracking
participation levels. This correlated with three ofHunter's categories: lay involvement
and/or lay participation in small groups (as a prayer group), prayers prayed for others to
receive Christ who in fact do so at Crossroads (new Christians), and prayers prayed that
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lead to increase in church attendance/membership. One of the requests added to the
prayer hsts of those praying was the implementation of this project
Presence is more easily and scientifically measured by utilizing numerical statistics fi^om
worship services, church school and smaU group involvement, short term study classes,
and numerical increases in church membership. These numbers correspond to Hunter's
usage ofnumerical statistics to reveal congregational vitaUty through attendance in
traditional congregational life.
In terms of "service," Hunter writes of lay involvement within the church as an
indicator of vhality. Service, as defined for this study, measured the level of involvement
by congregational members in the ministries, ministry team structures, teaching, leading,
learning, compassion ministries, and evangelism opportunities. I measured involvement in
ministry to those outside and those inside the life of the congregation.
Additionally, though not listed by Hunter as an indicator, the measure of increase or
decrease in financial support and stewardship prior to and after the change process ensues
is certainly an important indicator. It is my experience that people will often register
discontent in the church by voting with their feet and their pocketbooks~not attending
and not giving. If the implementation of the seven essential elements and their results
were positively received, I believed increased financial giving would also be an indicator of
success. This correlates to the "gifts" portion of the vows. Gifts are, and should be,
mterpreted as a broader category than just monetary giving, yet this single criterion-
money given�was utihzed for the purposes of this study. (It could also be said that
participation in the lay ministry of the church and so forth is a form ofgiving, yet this
study narrowed "gifts" to money received as tithes and offerings.)
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Each of these categories were employed as indicators of positive or negative reception
of the implementation process of the seven essential elements. The assumption was this:
If the change strategy was received positively, the numbers would reflect that in
measurable, numerical increases in the categories discussed above, across the two-year
period of this study. These increases would reflect the level of revitalization (or non-
revitalization) Crossroads experienced.
Intervening Variables
The intervening variables for this study included the following:
1 . Congregational members who leave for reasons other than the change implemented
such as death, transfer, moves from the community and unforeseen personal difficulty that
impedes participation.
2. Those who leave because of the change, who are to be considered as negative
responses to the changes implemented.
3. The church's previous experiences with pastors as change agents and the changes
they sought to implement.
4. The images and visions carried by the members in the congregation which may be
challenged or reinforced by the changes.
5. Parachurch experiences (Walk to Emmaus, Promise Keepers, and others) that
influence personal spiritual growth or enhance lay ministry and volunteerism may skew the
results more positively.
Intervening variables 1 and 2 were handled by this researcher as the primary person
responsible for membership statistics. Persons who requested transfers, who passed away
during the study, who had personal difBcuhies such as illness that inhibhed flill
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participation, and who left because of the changes which occurred have been reported in
the fifth chapter as a portion of the section on data interpretation and evaluation. Those
who leave particularly because of the change were asked their reasons for leaving and
what might have kept them in membership.
Variable 3 shnply acknowledged an awareness that changes in leadership, particularly
visible persons who represent stability, may inhibh the process of change should they leave
for any reason. Variable 3 also represents a human element that no matter how weU the
past is resolved by people who experience negative situations with pastors, there remains a
sense of history which can inhibh "buying in" to the fijture. Awareness may, in fact, be the
only control available.
The same was true for intervening variable 4. If the implementation of the seven
essential elements was well received, images of the church's vision already carried would
be reinforced and would be reflected in survey results. Ifnot, the results of the survey
would reflect an enhanced degree ofnon-receptivity to the implementation process.
Variable 5 was controlled by a question on the survey. This variable arises from the
researcher's experience with persons who attend parachurch events and retum with new
vitaUty, volunteerism, and positive regard for the church.
Collection ofData
Data collected during the study was recorded and analyzed in two ways. First,
numerical information related to vows was recorded in a notebook according to dates
information was collected (Appendix B). In the notebook were pages to record worship
attendance and membership each Sunday of each month of the study. This was gathered
by Sunday morning worship servants and reported to the researcher for recording.
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Another page recorded the number of trackable, financial contributions (loose cash is
included in the total) and the total amount given each Sunday of the month in worship
services. This was reported to the researcher by Crossroads' treasurer and recorded in the
notebook. Subtracted fi^om this number was the amount of equhable salary checks sent to
the church by the annual conference.
Numbers ofpersons attending Sunday school was counted and reported by the same
people responsible for worship attendance These numbers were recorded in the same
notebook. Small group attendance was reported to the researcher by group leaders and
was recorded and averaged each week.
Records for lay ministry involvement was tracked by counting ministry teams who
existed at the onset of the study and new groups which arose during the study. Individuals
in lay ministry as weU as those who began during the change process were reported by this
researcher. Prayer groups and individuals involved in prayer were asked to self-declare
and to report as well.
The third method of data collection employed was the researcher-generated
questionnaire called Ministry Evaluation Form (Appendix A). The questionnaire asked
respondents to analyze their experience of church and the implementation of the seven
essential elements discussed in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. Also recorded were
comments regardmg the vision statement and general input in the final section on the
survey.
VaUdity and Rehability
The vaUdity of the research and project was grounded in several ways. First, the
potential intervening variables were controUed by the personal information section of the
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survey. Second, the operational questions related to the questionnaire group the affect of
the congregation as they experienced implementation of the seven essential elements. This
was designed to ensure that the process had credible bases and that hs effect on the church
had credible direction. Simply, the measures taken by the questionnaire measured the
change process as positive or negative and did not simply measure "good feelings"
about the new pastor (emphasis mine). I beheved this was the most crucial issue to
understand. It was my opinion, based on past ministry experience, that "just showing up"
and not offending anyone was enough for the congregation to feel and to communicate
that all was weU. I wanted to eliminate this reality as much as possible. Third, the
operational questions for the data gathered according to membership vows was grounded
in Hunter's researched criteria for healthy and growing congregations. It measured the
effects of the implementation process in terms of receptivity in the congregation by
objectively measuring participation. Measuring participation through prayers, presence,
gifts, and service was meant to ensure the findings of the survey were reflected by actual
participation and not just survey generated "lip service" under one of the seven categories.
Finally, face validity for the researcher generated questionnaire was estabUshed by Dr.
Leslie Andrews ofAsbury Theological Seminary and twelve subjects who pre-tested the
mstrument. Of those twelve, four were Ufe-long United Methodist lay persons, two were
members of interdenominational feUowships, four were Wesleyan Methodist Church
members, and two were unchurched, self-professing Christians. As a result of the pre-test,
several changes were made in the format of the test. Check boxes were arranged m the
manner recommended by three respondents, instructions were moved below the separation
line of the second section, and the researcher added a "does not apply" choice to the
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Likert scale answers. Two questions were re-worded to make better sense: one in regard
to prayer and the other in regard to vision, based on the unchurched persons' experience
with the survey. Dr. George Hunter further validated the instrument by examination and
interview.
Face vahdity was fiirther achieved through consuhation with Dr. Alden Roberts, a
sociology professor and survey creator at Texas Tech University in Lubbock, Texas.
Robert's single concern regarding the instrument's usage in the church setting was a
phenomenon he caUed "social desirability." In essence, social desirability is observed in
groups who use survey documents that refer to their specific situation. Results of the
instrument may be skewed by the mere "desire" of the person surveyed to experience what
the survey asks about. One way of eliminating social desirabiUty from the survey was to
compare results with reality. For instance, if responses were affirmative about an element
that is yet to exist, social desirability would be at play. In other words, a respondent
should not "strongly agree" with statements regarding smaU groups ifno groups exist.
Outline and Timeline of the Revhalization Plan
Lippit, Watson, and Westley (102) encourage change agents to begin with leverage
pomts m systems that have two considerations. The first consideration is termed
accessibUity. Accessibility refers to some element in the system which is at least open to
or ready for change to occur. This element in the system must also be within the influence
sphere of the change agent. For the pastor seeking to be a change agent, there are simply
some items which are inmiediately accessible and others which are not. A pastor seeking
to be a change agent would probably know by experience that the most accessible hem to
be changed is not located within the music choices utilized by the congregation in worship.
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Rather, something traditionally within the pastor's influence would be a better starting
point than music. The immediate examples which come to mind for a United Methodist
clergy person are the prayer ministry, the Nominations and Personnel Committee (which is
chaired by the pastor), and receiving new persons into membership. These three areas
have a direct correlation to the essential elements I have termed accountable membership,
assimilation, lay ministry deployment according to spiritual gifts, and prayer (Chapter 2).
Membership is traditionally invhed, "controUed," and validated by the pastoral leader. The
easiest way to move the church in a new direction through membership is the creation of a
membership class that is encouraged before anyone may join the church. During the class,
each person is introduced to the rudiments ofChristianity, the nature and life of the
church, the vision and mission of the local congregation, the discovery of spiritual gifts for
fiiture deployment of them as ministers, and feUowship with a smaU group who just might
want to remain together beyond the class.
As the chairperson of the Nominations and Personnel committee, the pastor has the
prerogative to meet whh other leaders in the church in order to fill mandated and vacant
offices in the church, with advisement fi^om the conmiittee. Once the membership class is
in place and the spiritual gifts ofnew persons are being discovered, the names of the
newcomers and the pastor's experience of them can be brought to the committee charged
with deployment. This involves them immediately in ministry or committee work in a way
commensurate with their gifts and passions. Not only does this accomplish a change in the
way things were previously accompUshed, it centers the people and the committee in
bibhcal directives. More importantly, h keeps new Christians from being thrown into
responsibilities before they are equipped for them.
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Finally, as the spiritual leader of the congregation, the pastor can emphasize and
enhance prayer through modeling, teaching, and preaching. Because prayer is the under-
girding act of all that takes place in the local church, it is imperative that this be the
beginning point for the pastoral leader. Creating opportunities for members to begin
involvement in the church and the process of change through prayer pays great dividends
in cohesion and guidance for aU concerned with the church. It creates an opportunity to
begin casting new visions as prayer concerns so that God's guidance is assured. Prayer
can also create an "air" of acceptance for changes to occur. This list is far from complete,
yet is sufficient for this introduction in getting the point. From the research foundations of
this study so far, the above three are the obvious and immediately accessible entry points
for any pastoral leader working for change.
The second characteristic Lippet, Watson, and Westley point to is termed linkage
(102). Linkage refers to a possible chain of progress that can be utilized to reach other
inaccessible items needing change. The ideal point of linkage is a program or issue which
has a direct line ofprogress from the leverage point to other items in the system. This
allows for the building ofmomentum (small success in small areas lead to larger success in
large areas) and the easier spread of change. It is easy to see immediate Hnkages between
the above three access points and their stated links beyond implementation. For instance,
people in membership classes, where the vows ofmembership and expectations of it are
explored, are more Ukely to understand the vows are linked to evangelism, smaU group
ministry, spiritual gifts discovery, and lay ministry deployment.
With those two characteristics of change theory m mind, I introduce here the strategy
for the revitalization ofCrossroads which takes them into fiiU consideration, and the
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timeline by which it was carried out. The strategy for implementing the seven essential
elements involved an analysis of the church in regards to those elements, understood
where the best accessibility and linkage points he, and established the necessary steps to
implement the seven essential elements.
June - December 1997
Prayer. I began attending and participating in the current prayer ministries. I sought to
discover the caUed intercessors in the church who spend time in prayer for the church and
its ministries. I asked each of the persons involved to place the implementation process,
the congregation, and hs leadership in the list ofmajor concerns for prayer.
I began an emphasis on prayer by teaching and modeling prayer in worship. I preached
one sermon on prayer in a series about the Church. I began forming, through a lay person,
a prayer group called "Sneakers." The "sneakers" were persons who are self-professed,
marginal pray-ers who chose to be part of a group who experimented with prayer for
thirty, sixty, and ninety day periods. At the end of each period, we met, evaluated the
experience, celebrated answers, and signed on for continuing. Then, I began placing needs
in front of them. Each stage of the implementation process was communicated with the
praying members as prayer needs, but also as a means for gaining acceptance of the
process in that part ofCrossroads' congregation. I encouraged the keeping of a journal to
track requests and answers to be used as a whnessing device later. Finally, I involved
myself in a pre-existing prayer chain.
Vision. I began evening, in-home meetings with smaUer groups for introduction into
the church whh members and to hsten to answers to four questions: Who are you and who
is your family? How and when did you come to Crossroads? What keeps you here?
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What would you enjoy seeing happen at Crossroads 10 years from now? I drew ideas
from their feelings and values for fiiture vision elements. I also handed out a "New Pastor
Owner's Manual" to each person so they might know me better. I began asking questions
and dialoguing about the beginning and present vision of Crossroads in bi-monthly ad
ministrative council meetings. This was an initial contextual understanding of the church
and hs origins.
I began teaching the council about Saarinen' s theories ofOrganizational Life Cycles
and dialogued about where the church was on the continuum and where we could go;
remembering that Saarinen' s hypothesis states that an organization may begin
revitalization no matter where h may be on the continuum. The mformation gathered to
this point was summarized in view of the seven essential elements and the evaluation of
the church according to them was completed. This information was shared with the
administrative council for feedback and discussion related to an action plan. I started the
administrative councU reading The Purpose Driven Church, and I continued bi-monthly
meetings to teach a theology of the church arising from Ephesians, communicate the seven
essential elements for revitalization, and discussed the material contained in The Purpose
Driven Church,. We began communicating about vision and mission.
We began to determine the vision God had put into the minds and hearts of the
congregation through the neighborhood and council meetings. We determined the best
way to contextualize this project as well as test a preliminary vision statement with the
council. A Vision and Mission statement came from these meetings, hitting a target Date
ofDecember 15 for the final draft.
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I introduced and gained support for changing the current calendar year status in regard
to reporting, program, and charge conference to a fiscal year that ran concurrent with the
annual conference year (June 1-May 31). This was for the unexpressed purpose of
altering the annual church budget; to change, remove, or move around current entrenched
lay leadership; and to provide for a "second reading" of absentee and irretrievable
members so that we would have a better sense of reality in regard to our present
membership statistics.
Worship/Preaching. I began by preaching sermon series entitled "This Thing Called
Church," which laid out a great deal of the Ephesians material in Chapter 2 of this
dissertation, and the nature of the vows ofmembership in non-threatening and relevant
ways. The second sermon series was developed around the church's need to become
intentional about relationship evangelism. It was titled "Sharing Your Faith without
Offending Your Friends." The third series was titled "The Successfiil Family" and ran
concurrent with an outreach ministry estabUshed for our neighborhood demographics
caUed Active Parenting. It was professionally taught, with the goal ofestablishing our
first small group ministry whh the participants. This, in fact, happened. I finished
December with a Christmas series titled "A Nineties Kind ofChristmas."
Data Collection. I began data collection for this project in reference to the criteria
highlighted above. I tracked participation levels according to the vows ofmembership and
included church school attendance and number ofnew Christians gained.
Project Surveys. I administered and tabulated resuhs fi-om the first congregational and
administrative council surveys given in November.
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Lay Mimstry Deployment. I began working toward church conference and recruiting
leaders for the positions necessary for a Nominations and Personnel Conmiittee report to
church conference, according to the practice utilized before my tenure began. I also
taught a class about spiritual gifts and asked each person on the conmiittees and each
person serving for the year to complete a research questionnaire and spiritual gifts
inventory.
I utilized a current ministry entitled "Wednesday Nite Connection" as a forum for
teaching an accountable membership class that was followed up by a class on Christian
maturity. Following those two classes, I taught an aduh Bible study entitled "People of
the Second Advent" as a means to continue connecting with the congregation.
January - May 1998
Worship/Preaching. I began the new year with a sermon series related to and meant to
relate the Vision statement tot he congregation. I "exegeted" the mission statement as a
means of communicating both to the congregation. The series title was "Windblows '98"
as a take-off on Bill Gates new operating system for computers. "Windblows '98"
communicated the new "operating system" for Crossroads (vision). The next series was a
series entitled "Finding the God You've Always Wanted" which was meant to under-gird
the series on Vision with the attributes ofGod on which we would rely to ensure we
reached the goal of the vision we believe God has established for us. FoUowing that
series, I preached a series ofmessages called "Living the Life You've Always Wanted" as
a means to inspire the membership to come on board and participate in the new vision.
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Prayer. I reinvested in the prayer groups, asking them to pray for the coming weeks
and months in regard to changes being made. I continued to monitor the prayer chain and
to testify to results of our prayers.
Small Groups. I began a small group emphases by introducing the concepts found in
the literature survey. I utilized and incorporated the six leaders ofCrossroads who had
experience and training in small groups. We then created new group opportunities. I
began developing lay pastors who are gifted leaders, teachers, and apprentices for
launching small groups into three prototype groups which had two emphases: to care for
those who are in the group and to reach others who are not.
Accountable Membership. I taught the second membership class whh frequent visitors
and those expressing interest in becoming members. The class culminated in a "New
Member Reception" at the Pastor's home. I began to follow up on new member
involvement level. A second goal ofthe membership class was to instruct current
membership and to gauge their response to an accountable membership conmiitment. I
then sought to involve both groups as facilhators for the next class.
Data Collection. I surveyed the congregation and the administrative council with the
second participation in the questionnaire. (May)
Summer 1998. Took a break from the work and ministry so we could rest and build
caphal for programming in the Fall. The sermon series was "by request" from the
congregation.
September 1998-December 1998
Vision. I repeated a teaching cycle on vision, yet worked with the administrative
council on the vision, steps to hs fiilfiUment, and ways to expand or pull back on the
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process. I began teaching the administrative council principles of accountability which
asked the question, "What else would God have me do in order for Crossroads to
succeed?" I utilized a resource called The Oz Principle to move our folks from victimized
thinking into "can do" thinking.
Worship/Preaching. I began a pastoral care sermon series entitled "WWJD - What
would Jesus do?" and carried h through October 4*. The next series was on Christian
grov^h entitled "The Recovery Channel" which covered the concepts ofChristian growth
from the perspective of the Twelve Steps found in Alcohohcs Anonymous and other
treatment programs. The Christmas series was entitled "Joseph: AMan ofRighteousness,
Faith, and Courage."
We recruhed teachers for Wednesday Nite Connection who taught Disciple: Becoming
Disciples through Bible Study. The study was a way for members, attenders, and new
Christians to get into the Word ofGod on their own and experience a small group format.
It was my hope this experience would make attending a small group more accessible. We
recruited teachers to teach CrownMinistries, a Bible based curriculum that teaches sound
principles ofmoney management.
Accountable Membership. I repeated the membership class for assimilating new people
and repeated the class entitled "Steps to Christian Maturity." I taught these classes in
succession for interested persons during the Wednesday evening slate.
Prayer. We created a new group managed by the Youth Council called "Seniors in
Touch" to pray for our youth and the youth program. The impetus was on present youth
and those we seek to have here for ministry. The hope was three-fold: first, that our youth
received prayer coverage on a regular basis and that those we are evangelizing can accept
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Christ; second that our youth feel a sense of connection whh older aduhs in the church;
and third, that the older aduhs remain connected to the congregation in some fashion
through the implementation process.
SmaU Group Ministry. I began a feature in the monthly newsletter that highlighted
small groups and lent information about and testimonies from groups currently meeting. I
stressed the importance ofbeing in a group in the worship setting. I monitored existing
groups for variety and accountability. I utilized membership and maturity classes as a
place of emphasis for participation.
January - May 1999
Vision. We re-drafted our vision statement in January. With the administrative
council, we adapted to the change to a fiscal year setting for program, calendar, church
conference, budget, and finance campaign. I surveyed the leadership present at our May
church conference as final assessment of how well the implementation process was going
and the level of acceptance in the congregation. I began teaching about spiritual gifts and
our need to incorporate new leaders into the Ufe of the church into areas ofministry
according to then- SHAPE. I recorded final numbers ofparticipation according to
Hunter's categories and averaged the numbers to note areas of increased or decreased
participation. I began final preparations ofdata and the writing of resuhs. I brought new
leaders on board with departing leaders to help create better continuity in on-going
ministries. I reiterated leadership information regarding accountabUhy and leaving the
mentaUty of victims and survivors so they would take on a mentality ofachievers and
thrivers. This was utilized in conjunction with information gained from the ministry
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assimilation sermon series based on a message series about the SHAPE profile developed
by Rick Warren (369).
LayMinistry Deployment. I followed up plans to utilize a lay ministry tool that places
persons into a setting to discover the elements of the SHAPE profile. I asked them,
through the nominations process, to begin serving in an area ofgiftedness. I taught the
SHAPE profile material with changes germane to our setting on Wednesday evenings for
those who missed or otherwise did not take the SHAPE profile in worship. We made firm
commitments with the Nominations and Personnel Committee to resist "filling slots" with
people who are not gifted and to resist over-utilizing gifted people. We presented this
leadership list to our May church conference.
Data Collection. I surveyed the congregation and the administrative council whh their
third participation in the questionnaire (May). I completed compilation of numerical and
statistical data. I tabulated all scores, totaled aU numbers in each ofthe questionnaire's
seven categories, found mean and standard deviations, then began building conclusions
based on the results.
Data Analysis
There were six questions generated to measure the experience of the congregation in
each of the areas represented by the seven elements. Each respondent answered each
question by assigning a numerical value to their subjective experience with the
implementation process. These numerical responses were totaled under each of the
element categories, yielding a total numerical value that indicated the respondent's
experience with each essential element. These in turn were totaled and averaged with the
group to yield a number that represented the average response (mean) for that given
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category. The higher the average number, the better people were experiencing the
implementation process. Over the period of the study, increases or decreases in this
average number were indicators of the subjective feelings regarding the process. Higher
numerical values indicated a positive response, lower numbers a negative response. I also
calculated the standard deviation scores for both groups to reveal the size of the spread
between scores. The smaUer the spread, the more unified the church was becoming
around the seven essential elements.
Questions which are stated in negative language (i.e., "The church should not ask for
such a high level of commitment fi^om me.") were reverse-value scored. In other words, if
the response to the above example is "strongly disagree," the value for that answer was 5
rather than 1, even though 1 is the value for "Strongly Disagree" in the survey. The
questions which were scored in this fashion are section 4, question e, section 7, questions
c and d. Question e in section 2, was also be scored as described above. Though it is not
stated negatively, it must be scored in reverse-value smce a portion of the implementation
strategy involves changes in the worship service.
After scoring and analyzing the answers, the resuhs were tabulated and recorded in
Chapter 4 of this study, for each of the three submissions of surveys, one table each for the
administrative council and one for the congregation. These were compared to
involvement statistics information during the same period to ensure as much accuracy as
possible. If involvement stayed stable or rose, and the values for the responses on the
surveys rose, there was a good deal of assurance the implementation of the seven essential
elements was well received and was poshive for the congregation.
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CHAPTER 4
Findings of the Study
Introduction
The findings of the study are contained in the following three sets of three tables that
reflect survey results fi^om the researcher-generated questionnaire. One table in each set
reflects results fi^om surveys given to the Crossroads United Methodist Church
administrative council. Another table in each set reflects results fi^om a sample of the
general congregation present when the surveys were given. A third table in each set
displays the involvement records averaged for the time period of each survey. These
records are couched under the headings of the vows ofmembership: prayers, presence,
gifts, and service. Two additional columns in these tables display a statistical category
which averages the number of adults participating in small group ministry and another
column that taUies the number of new adult Christians gained over the period of the study.
The final two tables compiles the data for study period. The first aUows the viewing of the
survey responses and the second, statistical data kept for the period.
The Population
A total of eighty-nine surveys were returned by the congregation over the two-year
period of the project. A total of twenty-four adults completed and returned the first
congregational survey, given in November of 1997. Among these, one person checked
"No" in reference to the membership question, but gave no attendance statistic. The
remainder were members. During the same month, a total of twelve adult leaders from the
administrative council received and returned the survey. For some reason, even vnth
missed meetings and rotations in leadership, this number remained consistent for the three
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surveys of the council. Also, there was equality in gender, with six females and six males
returning the council survey each time. For the council, a total of thirty-six surveys were
given and returned.
In May of 1998, the second congregational survey was given whh twenty-seven
respondents returning the survey. The administrative council received and returned twelve
surveys early in May, and the congregation returned it later in the month. Ofthe twenty-
seven returned, all were members of the congregation. Of these, fourteen were female and
thirteen were male. No one reported being a non-member.
One year later. May 1999, the final survey was given to the administrative council early
in the month, and the congregation received and returned the survey later in the month.
Again, twelve members of the Council returned surveys with an equal number ofmales
and females. In this survey period, thirty-eight people in the congregation returned the
survey and with four checking "No" when asked about membership. Of the four who
reported being non-members, each had attended a minimum of four out of the last six
weeks. Twenty of the congregational respondents were female, eighteen were male.
Both groups are nearly homogeneous. Only one person of color (Hispanic) returned
the survey document at any given time. (This is personal knowledge by the researcher and
was not asked for on the survey.) Each survey reported persons returning the document
were in the 35-64 age range, whh the majority (66 percent) being in the 35-51 category.
No one self-reported as attending any type of spiritual development retreat in the six
months prior to the survey, for any of the surveys.
Finally, of the eighteen surveys in which persons reported having taken the survey
before, there was a marked increase in answers to questions for all of the essential
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elements toward the value of 4 (Agree) and 5 (Strongly Agree) on the surveys returned.
For those who gave theh- names, this is a predictable phenomenon: all participate in some
form of leadership in the congregation.
Survey and Statistical Resuhs
The following tables relate the findings of the questionnaires administered to the
administrative council and the congregation. Each essential element category in the
survey had six questions whose total optimum value when added together would equal
thirty. Each survey was examined and then totaled for each of the element categories for
each survey. This number was then added to all other value responses in the category,
then divided by the total number of surveys returned to find the average value (mean) of
the responses for each essential element. Two other columns average the responses made
by male and female participants in the survey. The final column relates the standard
deviation calculated for the responses regarding the seven essential elements. See sample.
Seven Essential
Elements
Total Average
Value for
Element
(Mean)
Average Male
Response
(Mean)
Average Female
Response
(Mean)
Standard
Deviation for
Elements
Prayer
Worship
Vision
Small Group
Mmistry
Assimilation
Ministry
Lay Ministry
Deployment
Accountable
Membership
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Following the tables for the coundl and congregational questionnaire resuhs, there is a
table of statistical numbers averaged weekly for the period between survey administration.
The assumption underlying the research suggests that trends up or down in these statistics
were another measure of the subjective experience of the congregation. Added to this
table are two columns. One records the average small group mvolvement at Crossroads
for the period of the study. This has been recorded for two reasons. First, h is a check
against social desirability. Ifno smaU groups are fimctioning and their importance is not
being promoted, there wiU most likely be minimal numerical involvement. This should
correlate whh low numbers recorded from the section of the survey document which asks
about small group ministry, and second, the smaU group category was utilized to record an
involvement trend with one essential element. This also helped determine the element's
"necessity" to the revitalization process.
The other column records the number of new adult Christians who have made
professions of fahh during the research period, June 1997 - May1999. This was recorded
to track the effectiveness of the message unchurched persons received when attending
worship. The final number of twenty-four (Table 9, Column 6) represents the total
number of new adult Christians making professions of faith since the project began. See
sample below.
Prayers Presence Gifts Service (Lay
Ministry)
Sunday
School
New Adult
Christians
Small
Group
Ministry
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I include another section after each set of three tables that relates comments written by
those retummg questionnaires. Some of the comments were written by members of the
council and some were from the congregation. These comments come from ehher of two
sections. The first, section 3, question d, asks the respondent, "If I had to, I think I could
articulate the vision this church is trying to fiilfill." Immediately beneath this question is a
statement which begins with, "The vision ofCrossroads is . . . ." followed by a series of
blank lines. Section 8 is the final section of the survey instrument which asks the
respondent for input by asking, "Are there comments and suggestions you would like to
share with the leadership of the church?" Since the questionnaire gave everyone the
opportunity to remain anonymous, the source ofthe comments was rarely available.
Where a name was given, I have attributed the quotes to the person by first name only.
Others comments were anonymous and remain so. I have also allowed poor granmiar,
etc., to remain in the text so the flavor of the quotes and the person behind them can be
observed.
Survey Resuhs and Statistics from the First Survey Period
The first three tables (2, 3, 4 below) fiamish the results of the first surveys and
statistical data for the first months of the study, June - November, 1997. These tables also
fiimish a basic foundation to observe changes over the two years of the study. See below.
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Table 2
Response Values from First Administrative Council Survey
November 1997
N=12
Seven Essential
Elements
Total Average
Value for
Element (Mean)
Average Male
Response (Mean)
Average Female
Response (Mean)
Standard
Deviation for
Elements
Prayer 26.9 25.2 27.4 1.4
Worship 23.9 21.1 24.5 3.5
Vision 18.5 19.7 18.2 5.0
Small Group
Ministry 11.7 10.4 12.1 5.0
Assimilation
Ministry 17.4 18.6 17.1 6.6
Lay Ministry
Deployment 21.7 21.1 22.1 7.0
Accountable
Membership 18.3 19.0 17.9 4.5
Table 3
Response Values from First Congregational Survey
November 1997
N=24
Seven Essential
Elements
Total Average
Value for
Element (Mean)
Average Male
Response
(Mean)
Average Female
Response (Mean)
Standard
Deviation for
Elements
Prayer 24.9 23.8 25.4 4
Worship 24.7 23.4 26.1 3.5
Vision 24.5 26.0 23.9 4.7
SmaU Group
Ministry 13.7 11.1 14.9 9.8
Assimilation
Ministry 16.7 15.5 18.1 4.1
Lay Ministry
Deployment 18.2 17.0 19.3 10.1
Accountable
Membership 19.8 20.7 18.5 5.8
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Table 4
Involvement Statistics Averaged Weekly
June 1997-November 1997
Prayers Presence Gifts Service (Lay Sunday New Adult Small Group
Ministry) School Christians Ministry
10 79 $1305 36 26 g 0
In a thorough examination of the first three tables, several observations can be made.
First, and especially on the part of the church leadership (administrative council), prayer
was already seen as a vhal part of revhahzation and continued to be important over the
period of the study. There may be several reasons for this, yet as I experienced the
congregation, they had huddled together in prayer when the church was in conflict with
the previous pastor and during the stay of the interim pastor. There was already a strong
behef that prayer was an important component if things at the church were to ever "go
right."
Second, there was and continued to be throughout the project, a high emphasis on
worship. Worship was collectively seen as not only important, but seemed to be
intuitively known as the one, single point of entry for new people.
Third, the survey gave evidence that the experiencing the incorporation of a vision was
not rated as high even as lay ministry deployment. At that time, no formal deployment
method, except the nominations process, existed. Yet, this may be an indication that the
church leadership understood more about vision than the general congregation due to
preliminary and ongoing work with the administrative council. Therefore, the
congregation "desired" a vision, while the council had learned the concepts ofvision and
knew no statement of vision was in existence. There was also good evidence fi-om the
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first set of surveys and attempts at articulating the vision of Crossroads that several people
were still invested in the mission statement drafted two years before my arrival (see
related comment section). This was both helpfiil and hopefiil. It was helpfial because it
gave me a basis for proceeding to aid in the development and writing a new vision and
mission statement. It made me hopefiil in that h indicated a desire to incorporate a vision
and mission statement into the life of the leadership.
Fmally, there was great appeal with the element of accountable membership for the
administrative council, though this was probably due to a great deal of fiiistration on the
part ofthe leadership. They had generally been unable to incorporate others into ministry.
Comments Recorded by Respondents under Question Regarding Vision
These comments were included to relate what was written and to aid interpretation of
the data as it unfolded. These statements were directly related to how well the essential
element ofvision was being experienced, understood, and interpreted.
Tom C, Lay Leader for Crossroads related this statement: "To meet people at the
crossroads of life and present to them Jesus Christ, his ways and his purpose."
"To provide a Christian environment for spuitual growth to the church and
unchurched."
"To bring others who are unchurched/undiscipled into fiill relationship with God
through experience with a present-day, life relevant Savior."
"To reach the lost and unchurched and offer them Jesus Christ."
Comments Recorded by Respondents at End of Survey
These comments are recorded to reflect the mentality of those who returned their
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questionnaires. These comments also reflected how well the implementation was being
received.
Danny M., a new member who did not stay with the church, related:
"This church is still dysfunctional in many ways; people are especially invested in
their own sphere. I sense there is a real lack of faith in the UM system that affects
the trust level between congregation and pastor."
Kurt L., a member who had been at Crossroads about one year responded:
"Our pastor is the right person for this church. We prayed for someone who could
make a difference in this church' s fiature; we got it! ! Praise God! ! I am not sure
how many people understand what it will take to get this church on its feet, but we
must continue to work toward this. I'm not even sure that what these people think
about our pastor, but some wiU have a hard time dealing whh what he brings -
change!"
Larry S., a charter member of Crossroads related these comments:
"I believe that small group ministry is one of the keys to church growth. I also
beheve that our church has minimized the effect ofvisitation evangehsm. We have
neglected missions outreach because of our internal focus and becoming
comfortable. Our energy must be directed on making the unchurched comfortable,
not for our own comfort level."
Survey Results and Statistics from the Second Survey Period
The next three tables (5, 6. 7 below) present results of calculations fi-om the second
opportunities for the administrative council and the congregation sample. The statistical
data are for the period of time between November 1997 and May 1998. See below.
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Table 5
Response Values from Second Administrative Council Survey
May 1998
N=12
Seven Essential
Elements
Total Average
Value for
Element (Mean)
Average Male
Response (Mean)
Average Female
Response (Mean)
Standard
Deviation for
Elements
Prayer 27.9 27.0 28.4 3.3
Worship 26.2 23.3 28.6 4.0
Vision 28.5 28.6 28.3 1.8
Small Group
Ministry 12.6 12.9 14.0 4.9
Assimilation
Ministry 18.9 18.9 19.0 5.0
Lay Ministry
Deployment 19.5 19.1 21.3 6.3
Accountable
Membership 19.2 20.5 18.2 7.4
Table 6
Response Values from Second Congregational Survey
May 1998
N=27
Seven Essential
Elements
Total Average
Value for
Element (Mean)
Average Male
Response
(Mean)
Average Female
Response (Mean)
Standard
Deviation for
Elements
Prayer 22.9 21.1 23.3 4.4
Worship 23.5 22.0 25.1 3.3
Vision 25.7 26.6 23.7 2.2
Small Group
Ministry 21.1 20.0 22.1 6.2
Assimilation
Ministry 19.9 19.9 19.9 5.4
Lay Ministry
Deployment 20.2 21.4 20.8 6.8
Accountable
Membership 20.4 20.7 20.0 8.0
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Table 7
Involvement Statistics Averaged Weekly
December 1997-May 1998
Prayers Presence Gifts Service (Lay
Ministry)
Sunday
School
New Adult
Christians
Small Group
Ministry
18 85 $1401 44 39 18 14
Averages for prayer, worship, and vision remained high in the administrative council
responses, while prayer and worship shpped in value with the congregation. Coupled with
the fact that vision saw a dramatic increase in acceptance in both groups, several factors
effecting the result are evident. Vision increased largely due to an on-going emphasis on
vision development and communication. We spent five weeks in January and February
hearing vision interpreted and emphasized in the worship service, with the final week
being a commitment Sunday for the congregation. This led to the comments regarding
vision written on the questionnaire, several ofwhich reflect the first paragraph of the
statement.
Prayer and worship did not maintain high numerical averages in the congregational
averages. There are several reasons for this. First, the amount ofquestionnaires returned
fi-om the congregational group increased and within this increase were a number of new
members and four new Christians. Several were "graduates" of the membership and
maturity classes who had at least a conceptual idea about those elements, but without a
point of reference for determining their importance.
Second, the communication emphasis was largely about vision, and though prayer was
not minimized, neither was h fiilly emphasized during this period. At the same time, there
were more identifiable persons in the "Sneakers" group, the prayer chain was continuing,
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and the Tuesday morning prayer group increased by two persons. We passed the
perceived crisis period with the incorporation of a new pastor. Hence, the most desperate
reason to pray "evaporated" and helped decrease its importance.
During this period our first smaU group was established as the result of a parenting
class used as an evangelism tool. The perceptions of the congregation regarding smaU
groups were in disparity with the council's. I beheve this is largely due to perceptions in
the congregation that smaU groups were a "good idea" (social desirability) and the
relational networks that had been established were akin to an informal network ofgroups.
However, no formal groups were established until after the survey and by faU of 1998,
there were three established. This would be difficuh for the original congregation present
in June of 1997. It meant their relationship networks were needing to stretch and a few
found this a terribly unfiiendly prospect at this point.
One of the best parts of the data as reported were categorical increases seen in all of
the elements. This meant two things. First, the message was getting through about the
necessity ofthe seven essential elements. Second, and more importantly, the acceptance
level for the process of implementation was gaining support.
Finally, the statistical increases and my own experience with the congregation meant
that we were not only growing, we were maintaining our original constituency.
Comments Recorded by Respondents under Question Regarding Vision
The foUowing comments reflected at least two things. First, the information regardmg
vision was at least received weU enough to attempt to quote at least the first paragraph of
the vision statement. Second, the conmients revealed a continuing passion for the
unchurched.
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"To reach beyond ourselves to share with those outside the church the truth that Jesus
can meet them at their need through worship, discipleship, service and evangelism."
Paula L., a member who had been with Crossroads about eighteen months said, "This
vision thing is wonderful. I've never been a part of a church with a vision before."
"Our vision is to reach out to the unchurched and show them Jesus Christ, salvation,
and life changes."
"Our vision is to welcome in every hurting and or pre-Christian person in and around
Lubbock so that they may be saved from a Christ-less eternity."
"The vision ofCrossroads is to welcome home every broken and pre-Christian person
in and around Lubbock with the good news of heahng and forgiveness in Jesus Christ so
they may be saved from a Christ-less eternity."
"The vision ofCrossroads is to welcome home every broken and pre-Christian person
in and around Lubbock with the good news ofhealing and forgiveness in Jesus Christ so
they may be saved from a Christ-less eternity."
Comments Recorded by Respondents at End of Second Survey
"Our church must begin to lighten the dark places in our community lest we risk the
lights being turned out."
"Thanks to you all, especially my pastor and our people for giving me such love and
support in my times of trouble."
Ruby L., an older aduh and charter member wrote, "This is my church home and
family, I feel loved and welcomed here. I can never give back what this church has given
me. It is my goal to help in any way I can and see Crossroads grow! I"
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Survey Results and Statistics from the Third Survey Period
In this final set of tables (8, 9. 10 below), the trends revealed a very positive reception
to the seven essential elements. All values for the elements remained high and gained in
value for the period between May 1998 and May 1999. Not only that, but our statistical
categories revealed a continual increase toward vhality, growth, and health.
Table 8
Response Values from Third Administrative CouncU Survey
June 1998 - May 1999
N=12
Seven
Essential
Elements
Total Average
Value for Element
(Mean)
Average Male
Response
(Mean)
Average Female
Response (Mean)
Standard
Deviation for
Elements
Prayer 27.7 27.5 28.3 1.8
Worship 26.8 24.4 28.0 2.0
Vision 28.8 29.0 24.5 1.1
Small Group
Ministry 24.1 23.0 25.7 4.4
Assimilation
Ministry 24.9 24.4 26.1 3.8
Lay Ministry
Deployment 24.1 24.0 24.3 6.0
Accoimtable
Membership 25.5 26.6 25.0 3.1
Table 9
Response Values from Third Congregational Survey
June 1998 - May 1999
N=37
Seven Essential
Elements
Total Average
Value for
Element (Mean)
Average Male
Response
(Mean)
Average Female
Response (Mean)
Standard
Deviation for
Elements
Prayer 27.5 26.1 28.0 5.0
Worship 27.3 27.4 27.8 3.3
Alexander 1 1 1
Vision 26.1 28.1 26.0 3.2
Small Group
Ministry 22.3 22.1 22.5 5.1
Assimilation
Ministry 23.7 23.3 24.0 6.2
Lay Ministry
Deployment 21.8 21.6 22.0 7.5
Accountable
Membership 21.9 22.5 20.6 7.5
Table 10
Involvement Statistics Averaged Weekly
June 1998 - May 1999
Prayers Presence Gifts Service (Lay
Ministry)
Sunday
School
New Adult
Christians
Small Group
Ministry
26 99 $1585 56 46 24 34
Every essential element was in place and being emphasized by the end ofMay 1999,
the month of the third survey. We had just finished our third membership class and
welcomed in six new aduh members during our annual church conference. The
administrative council survey revealed some very good trends. First, each element was in
place, was understood, and was making an impact. Second, we had survived leadership
transitions and rotations on the council without losing any of our momentum. Third, we
had survived an internal transhion whh the way were doing music - more contemporary
than ever before - whhout seeing the importance ofworship dimmish; in fact the
congregation was even more positive than ever before.
The congregational surveys revealed that we still were in need of interpretive work and
emphasis on the elements of accountable membership, lay ministry deployment, and small
groups. This is especially acute when examining the resuhs and comparing them with the
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council results. The council results were higher numerically and the standard deviation
from the mean was much lower. However, h is very important to remember that new
members and attenders were making up an even larger portion of the leadership than at
previous survey times. There was also ample opportumty to reiterate what had been
learned in membership, maturity, and the lay ministry spiritual gifts profile whh this group.
This was not true of the general congregation. It is my behef that the elements of smaU
group ministry, assimilation ministry, and lay ministry deployment will continue to need
emphasis until we reach the vision statement's goal ofhaving 75 percent of our
constituency in small groups and lay ministry. By then, we will need as much emphasis as
ever so that new persons become a part of each element as we incorporate them into the
church.
The statistical table reveals continued growth in each area of the vows, participation in
small groups and Sunday School, and in the gathering ofnew Christians. These results
have to be the most satisfying of the entire project. There is ample support for the original
assumption that a weU received and engineered transition to revhalization can lead a
church from insignificance and "deadness" to become a church that is significant, focused,
and alive - capable ofbringing unchurched persons into a vital relationship with Jesus
Christ.
Another satisfying resuh has been a somewhat difficult, yet necessary transition. It is
the transition from being essentially a "one-cell church" (as in the beginning few months of
this project) to one church of several cells. This helps us have more than one entry point,
more than one set of semi-closed relationships, more than one opportunity to meet needs
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ofnew persons, and a "thrive" rather than "survive" focus. This growth step aids our
next transition to the future, a church that worships more than 100 every week.
Comments Recorded by Respondents under Question Regarding Vision
"Our vision is to attract the unchurched and join whh them in becoming a group of
loving, caring people who do the best we can."
Mary H., a new member and smaU group attender wrote, "To reach the unchurched for
Jesus Christ and the churched who are looking for a home, so they may be saved from a
Christ-less eternity and have joy in this life."
"To bring the love ofGod to people and show them the love of God. They must find
Him to find meaning and purpose for hfe."
"The vision of Crossroads is to welcome home every broken and pre-Christian person
m and around Lubbock with the good news of heahng and forgiveness in Jesus Christ so
they may be saved from a Christ-less eternity."
"The vision ofCrossroads is to welcome home every broken and pre-Christian person
in and around Lubbock with the good news ofhealing and forgiveness in Jesus Christ so
they may be saved from a Christ-less eternity."
"To bring people to Christ and enhance the lives ofnew believers through prayer,
service and fellowship."
Karen K., the chairperson of the administrative council wrote these words:
"The vision ofCrossroads is to welcome home every broken and pre-Christian
person in and around Lubbock with the good news of healing and forgiveness in
Jesus Christ so they may be saved from a Christ-less eternity. I am so glad we took
time to re-write our vision statement this Spring. I really feel like we can own it
and work toward h."
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Comments Recorded by Respondents at End ofThird Survey
Traci W., one of the most recent attenders on the way to fliU commitment wrote,
perhaps, the most personally rewarding words for this researcher in saying,
"I love this church! I have accepted Christ since coming here! ! I feel the love of
God and of all the Crossroads people each time I come here. What a miracle in my
life - 1 feel as though I've just begun! ! Thank you, Mark; the sermons are
wonderfixl - we'll be talking to you about baptism and membership soon - can't wait
to attend the membership class. Jesus is Lord! !"
"This is the greatest thing to be a part of I've ever experienced. I wish every church
could learn what we have learned and do what we are doing. I can't wait to see our
next baptism and new Christians start to grow! !"
Table 11
Diachronic Collation ofResearch Statistics from
Ministry Evaluation Form
Seven Essential Total Average Values for Each Element:
Elements Mean with (Standard Deviation)
November 1997 May 1998 May 1999
Prayer
Council 26.9 (L4) 27,9 (3.3) 27.7 (1.8)
Congregation 24.9 (4) 22.9 (4.4) 27.5 (5.0)
Worship
Council 23.9 (3.5) 26.2 (4.0) 26.8 (2.0)
Congregation 24.7 (3.5) 23.5 (3.3) 27.3 (3.3)
Vision
Council 18.5 (5.0) 28.5 (1.8) 28.8 (1.1)
Congregation 24.5 (4.7) 25.7 (2.2) 26.1 (3.2)
Small Group Min.
Council 11.7 (5.0) 12.6 (4.9) 24.1 (4.4)
Congregation 13.7 (9.8) 21.1 (6.2) 22.3 (5.1)
Assimilation
Council 17.4 (6.6) 18.9 (5.0) 24.9 (3.8)
Congregation 16.7 (4.1) 19.9 (5.4) 23.7 (6.2)
Lay Ministry Dep.
Council 21.7 (7.0) 19.5 (6.3) 24.1 (6.0)
Congregation 18.2 (10.1) 20.2 (6.8) 21.8 (7.5)
Account. Mem.
Council 18.3 (4.5) 19.2 (7.4) 25.5 (3.1)
Congregation 19.8 (5.8) 20.4 (8.0) 21.9 (7.5)
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Table 12
Diachronic CoUation of Involvement Statistics
Involvement
Category Averaged Involvement Statistics
November 1997 May 1998 May 1999
Prayers 10 18 26
Presence 79 85 99
Gifts $1305 $1401 $1585
Service (lay min.) 36 44 56
Sunday school 26 39 46
New Adult
Christians 8 18 24
Small Group Min 0 14 34
Summary
The study found a positive correlation between the incorporation of the seven essential
elements and the growth of Crossroads. The congregational surveys indicated a positive
experience on the part of the church constituency both in the importance of the elements
for growth, and in their effect on the vhality of the church. The average participation
levels, as they relate to the vows ofmembership, continued to increase through the end of
the study. The congregation was fijUy experiencing the effect of the elements with a
positive reception. The congregational growth in average worship, new aduh Christians,
and growing participation in small group ministry reveal the poshive nature of the effects
of the implementation process.
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CHAPTER 5
Summary and Conclusions
Introduction
The study found the congregation and leadership ofCrossroads United Methodist
Church a growing, revhalized, church after the period of the study. The seven essential
elements and their implementation resulted in a cohesive unity of thought and behavior,
around which the church has grown. We have doubled in average worship attendance.
We have averaged one new, baptized, adult Christian for every month since the plan's
inception. We have nearly doubled participation in Sunday School, lay ministry, and have
created a smaU group ministry. We have tripled in active, recorded prayer participation,
and though not shown in the statistics, our youth group has grown from 5 to 15 active
participants. We have reduced our outstanding debt (mortgage) by $127,000 since the
plan's inception and now have three part-time staffmembers. We have more discipleship
contact hours outside Sunday school than the church has ever enjoyed. Our Wednesday
Nite Connection meal and discipleship program has averaged half ofour worship
attendance numbers for the last three semesters. The median age of the congregation has
been reduced by at least ten years and there are more children, I am told, than ever before
in the church's history. Truly, the best is yet to be.
Evaluation and Interpretation of the Data
The mean and standard deviation for the surveys given to the administrative council
reveal a growing acceptance and understanding of the necessity of the elements. This led
to increased participation in the elements. The leadership ofthe administrative council
accepted early the value of intentionality inherent in the elements. Even with transhions
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and rotations in leadership, there was great continuity in responses, perhaps due to the
longitudinal nature of the study. If a survey had been given, for example in the fall of the
second year, one may suppose with some certainty that the mean for each element would
not have been as high and the spread of scores represented by the standard deviation
would have been larger. The transitions in leadership and the efforts taken to involve new
leadership in the entire process were weU received and bore finh for the process of
change.
The mean and the standard deviation for the seven essential elements as reported by the
members of the congregation are different, yet hold to the same general trends. The mean
for the seven essential elements reveals increases in acceptance of the elements. The
trends upward are smaller incrementally. This reality acknowledges first, that a larger
number ofpersons were surveyed each time. Second, it exposes shift;s in the makeup of
the congregation. With so many new persons becoming involved at various levels and at
various times, not all were as familiar with the items asked for on the surveys as the
council members or long-term members of the congregation.
It is my conclusion that the drops in the mean values for prayer and worship are
reflective of new persons taking the survey without much history with the congregation.
Several were new and returning Christians just discovering what a hfe ofprayer was aU
about. Upward trends in the mean values for the last four elements continued reflecting
that membership classes, maturity classes, and teaching about spuitual gifts for ministry
involvement were helping instiU the elements and their necessity in the hearts and minds of
the congregation.
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Reflecting on the mean values for men versus women, one might conclude a true
gender bias. Those elements that were more relational in nature (prayer, small group, and
assimilation ministry) were given higher values by the women. The male respondents
tended to value the elements ofvision, deployment, and accountable membership higher.
Finally, we have lost some members. But we have not lost SOpercent as Bama states
we should. We have lost 14 members, adult and children, primarily to moves away fi^om
the community. Only 4 persons have left and stated that their departure was brought on
by the change process, primarily when we added an unchurched dmmmer and his family to
the congregation. Though the family was well accepted, the dmms were not. This family
was baptized together and joined the church after attending for five months. It seems as
though there are at least one or two replacement members for every one we lose. While
we cannot celebrate the loss of even one person, we can celebrate that we are expanding
the size of the Kingdom whh new followers. We can also celebrate the fact that Bama's
number was too high for our experience.
Evaluation of the Study in Reference to the Research Questions. Research questions
numbers one and two (p. 10 of this dissertation) asked, "What are the common elements
revitalized churches contain that have facilitated their recovery?" and, "Is h possible for
those elements to be implemented in a planned fashion so that Crossroads experiences
revitahzation?" The statistical measures coupled with the implementation of the seven
essential elements (prayer, spiritual renewal through vhal worship with bibhcal preaching
and teaching, a God-inspired, pastor carried, and shared vision, small group ministries,
new member assimilation, lay ministry deployment according to spiritual gifts, and
accountable membership) reveal that the elements not only helped facilhate Crossroads
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revitalization, the implementation of them led to growth, increased participation, and the
incorporation ofnew Christians into church.
Research question three (p. 10 of this dissertation) asked, "How do individual members
of the congregation express their experience of the growth and implementation of the
seven essential elements through their involvement - as measured by prayers, presence,
gifts, and service (the vows ofmembership in the United Methodist Church)? The
statistics displayed by tables 4, 7,and 10 (above) reveal a positive and participatory
experience with the elements and their implementation. Every category of the vows saw
numerical increases. Worship attendance rose nearly 100 percent, if one remembers my
first Sunday (June 15, 1997) had fifty-four people in worship. Sunday school attendance
rose by 86 percent during the same period of time. Financial support rose nearly 25
percent and, though not reported in the tables, the giving base (number ofgiving units)
also increased by nearly 25 percent. The number of persons involved in service (lay
ministry) also rose. We began with 36 people participating in the ministries ofCrossroads
and finished the project period whh 56, a 36 percent increase.
While the statistics may speak for themselves, the questionnaire responses also
revealed a remarkable increase in receptivity to and understanding of the seven essential
elements. The mean for almost every category increased over the period of the study
while the standard deviation in each category decreased. This reveals both a high level of
acceptance by the congregation and hs leadership, and participation in the growing vhality
ofprogram at Crossroads.
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Research question four asked, "How many new aduh Christians entered membership at
Crossroads during the period of the study and what was the average aduh attendance at
smaU group ministries?"
By far, the most rewarding aspect of the grov^h, vitality, and positive reception to the
hnplementation of the elements for this researcher has been a steady average of at least
one new adult Christian every month since my appointment. This trend has continued, for
I write this in the thirtieth month ofmy tenure at Crossroads, and we have now baptized
30 adult Christians to date.
We began the smaU group ministries with a rather serendipitous event. We offered a
parenting class to the community surrounding Crossroads as an initial attempt at outreach.
We were able to gather a group of six couples and four single parents for the class. Of
these, four of the six couples remained with Crossroads and helped establish our first small
group by deciding they wanted to stay together as a group. Eventually all of them joined
church. Of the single parents, one mother and daughter joined over a year after taking the
class and attending about two Sundays out of four each month. From the smaU begiimings
in late November of the couples small group, there have now been four groups estabhshed
with an average of thirty-four participating weekly in small group ministry. This average
is far short of the seventy-five needed to fiilfill the goal ofour vision statement, but we
steadily move toward that goal.
Research question number five (p. 10 of this dissertation) asked, "What was the
subjective experience of the congregation as measured by the researcher-generated
questionnaire, given three times across the two-year period of this study?" Tables 2, 5,
and 8 (Chapter 4) reflect a growing acceptance and understanding of the seven essential
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elements. The congregation expressed acceptance and understanding of the elements as
revealed by increases in the mean and mostly decreases in the standard deviation.
The congregation experienced very little strife, very Uttle resistance, and very little
unrest across the two-year period of the study. In fact, the process of implementation
seemed to create a greater sense ofunity than the church has ever known. We
experienced a willingness to pull together to see a vision begin. We were able to commit
to seeing h come to fiill fruition in the next ten years. The congregation and its leadership
seem to be in the church for the long haul. Taken as a whole, the elements created a
focused direction and something to be "for" instead of the previous experiences of
deciding to be against the pastor, against the denomination, or against one another.
Evaluating the Validity of the Underlying Assumptions. The assumptions underlying
the study were these:
1 . If the revitalization plan was well received, the data gathered would reflect that
receptivity in measurable, numerical increases in the categories of prayers, presence, gifts,
and service (lay ministry). In essence, there would be growth.
2. If the implementation of the seven essential elements had a positive effect, the
overall spirit ofthe congregation about itself and its work would become more positive
across the length of the study, and this would be reflected in the survey responses.
3. If the seven essential elements were necessary for Crossroads to grow, then the
implementation of them would aid the growth.
4. If the plan and the seven essential elements were well received, there would be
minimal membership loss from persons in membership at implementation. It is hoped that
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ifmembership loss does occur, the losses will be lower than Bama's estimate of 50
percent (Tumaround 107).
Taken as a whole, the underlying assumptions are supported by the study. Even
though there was not a comparative congregation whh the same situation in which to
examine growth or dechne, the assumptions are sound. No one can speculate fiilly about
what might have happened if there were no plan and we continued without any of the
seven elements. Because of the growth and vision, the congregation generaUy beUeves the
church has a bright fiiture. The church has grown numericaUy, but is has also grown in the
hard to quantify areas called discipleship and maturity.
The soundness of assumption one is revealed in the statistical tables 3, 6, and 9 in
Chapter 4 of this dissertation. The essence of the assumption was a declaration ofgrowth
of the congregation received the implementation of the seven essential elements well.
Growth has certainly occurred at Crossroads. The growth has been numeric, but growth
has also been experienced in maturity as a congregation and as individual members.
The soundness ofassumption two is revealed in tables 2, 5, and 8 in Chapter 4 of this
work. These tables reflect upward trends in the means for every essential element over the
two-year period of the study. Some ofthese increases are more than 50 percent,
especially when contrasting the responses to the first survey with those of the final one. I
can relate, unscientifically of course, that the people ofGod at Crossroads could not have
a brighter outlook for their fiiture.
Evaluating the soundness ofassumption three caUs for some suppositions for realities
that do not exist. There is a chance that, had the church not experienced the
implementation of the seven essential elements, it would have grown anyway. After all.
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the demographics of the area surrounding Crossroads reveal a great number of
unchurched famihes who might have come into the church anyway. The assertion that
Crossroads would have grown just as a natural consequence of a pastoral change cannot
be completely challenged by the data. It can be challenged by the church's history. No
previous pastoral appointment ever made such a significant difference. No previous
pastoral change, in and of hself, had ever been accompanied by such broad, sustained,
significant, and positively experienced growth. This makes another assertion true.
Crossroads had not experienced positive, continual growth prior to the implementation of
the seven essential elements. Therefore, their importance to the growth ofCrossroads
cannot be minimized. It is also important to note that research, pubhshed subsequent to
the review of literature for this dissertation, has highlighted specifics elements necessary
for grov^h as weU. Christian Schwartz highlights 8 elements and Steve Macchia
highlights 10. The terms are not exact to the ones I use; there are appreciable differences
between these authors' terms and mine. There are many more comparisons than contrasts
between the conclusion of this work and these two authors. The underlying reality is this:
churches that become intentional about vision, prayer, worship, evangehsm, assimilation,
commitment, and ministry involvement are the heahhiest and fastest growing. I beheve
the subsequent research conducted after the beginning of this one adds great vahdity to the
concept, the implementation, and the resuhs of this project. Therefore, a great deal of
generalization can be assumed.
The soundness of assumption four is not supported by the data and must be taken on
good faith fi-om the researcher. There has been little movement ofmembership from
Crossroads across the period of the study. Many of the same members who were in the
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church when I was appointed there remain members. Membership loss since the initial
cleaning of the church rolls has been less than 15 percent.
Implications for Revising Current Literature and Knowledge
The findings of the study and the experience ofhaving lived with h along with the
congregation lead to several implications. First, Bridges (3-6) illustrates three "zones" of
living through change periods that are at best artificial. Each one of the three may be
occurring for someone at any given point in time in the life of a congregation. It is
impossible to create a systematic process to suit everyone in order for the easiest and best
change to occur. Change, even good change, brings grief Every stage of the griefmust
be managed for every real or perceived issue in order for the change to be effective. This
is highly possible in an organization where the desire to change is prompted by the desire
to remain employed. Poorly handled change of any kind in a volunteer setting can lead to
a quick exit by many, and thereby one might experience Bama's percentage. Bridges may
not reahze that his distinctions or "zones" are an artificial constmct, and I contend no
group or person will progress through the zones at the same pace. The disparity between
congregation member's experiences can have an unsettling effect upon the whole
congregation that must be managed. Therefore, Bama's words regarding wagmg the
battle on "so many levels" is more appropriate (Tumaround 98).
Second, and depending upon the maturity level, sophistication, and socio-economic
context of the congregation, revitalization is a process that must be under-girded by
prayer, pacing, patience, and great love. Progress may be made when congregations and
pastors work toward the same goal and the change process is recognized as a grief-
creating process. However, the pastor who is seeking change and revhahzation must
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continue to interpret reality for and to engender trust in the people he or she is seeking to
lead. Otherwise, we retum the to familiar ~ the flesh pots ofEgypt ~ so to speak. The
drive to feehngs ofnormalcy or homeostasis is strong, especially for those who have
invested years in the reality of a church that existed before the revhalization plan was
hnplemented.
Further, Ralph Neighbors advocates the closing of "dying" churches to make room for
new church plants, which seem on the surface to be faster growing, more productive, and
better expenditures ofmoney. While this may be generally tme, it does not have to be the
case. Pastoral leaders and congregations who have the willingness and abihty to "tough it
out" may find just as great a reward in revitahzing a church as starting a new one
Possible Contributions to Research Methodology
More research must be undertaken to find ways of eliminating social desirability from
the researcher-generated questionnaire. Questionnaire statements that began with "I
beheve . . . . " were more suspect to shaded perceptions toward the higher valued
response (4 ~ agree or 5 ~ strongly agree) than were statements that simply made an
assertion. In some literature regarding the Spiritual Well Being Scale and like instmments,
resuhs are skewed by what is caUed a ceiling effect. It is possible and perhaps probable
that has occurred in the survey resuhs as well. This is particularly tme when "vision" is
rated high, but cannot be communicated, or when small group ministry receives a high
mean score even though it does not formally exist in the church program.
Another interesting undertaking would be to correlate the resuhs of the survey
document with the Spiritual Well Being Scale to determine if feehngs ofwell being relate
to the experience of the seven essential elements bemg mcorporated. The tme effects and
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subjective experiences might be better related than with the survey document created for
this study. Over a longitudinal study, the "ups and downs" of feelings ofwell being could
impinge upon the results and the effects of the incorporation of the seven elements and
their acceptability.
Limitations of the Study and General Suggestions for Further Research
Without question, much more must be done to determine the validity of this study,
even whh the two authors mentioned above. First, the study was limited in that h was
tailor-made for the situation, and this situation was unique to its setting. There was
nothing in the results of the study to say these are the seven definitive elements necessary,
even though they have worked at Crossroads and are common to the literature. There
may be seven others just as effective, and yet to be written about. There may simply be
the common element of an intentional system that works for Crossroads, but may or may
not work elsewhere.
The seven essential elements are without doubt a conclusive reality in the body of
hterature, yet it remains to be seen whether the seven elements alone are enough to
revitalize a church. Churches are built of imponderable things, some easily discerned and
measured, others not. There is reason to doubt whether the seven elements alone are
enough to sustain growth. Here again, more recent studies specifically note certain
elements necessary for a church to grow and thrive.
Nothing in the elements specifically mentions evangehsm, though this was a portion of
the vision and of the teaching ideals of the membership and maturity classes our new
members attended. There was also a great deal of emphasis on evangehsm in the smaU
group ministry philosophy, but only a few people have entered the congregation through
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the small group ministry as of this writing. Sunday worship continues to be the primary
entry point for new groAvth. I cannot help but wonder what might have happened ifwe
would have become more intentional inviting people to more of our opportumties.
Church programming that results from the emphases on accountable membership,
discipleship, and lay ministry needs fiirther research. One must have a place to fiilfiU the
vows one is accountable for fiilfilling, one must have a means of discipleship, and one
must have a place ofministry in which to participate. Without these, growth probably
cannot be sustained, nor wiU the church be attractive to new growth. Programs that
provide these opportunities need to be explored and perhaps need to be designed to
accompany the seven essential elements.
No study I am aware of or could locate seeks to address the exact concerns of this
study. Churches described in the literature that have been through a revitalization process
exhibh most of the elements, yet none of them did so in order to study the effectiveness of
these seven elements. It would be interesting to choose a church that is simply stagnant
and happy being that way, then begin adding the elements there. The element of a
commonly perceived crisis was important to the swift incorporation of the elements at
Crossroads. If change strategists are correct, there needs to be a perceived crisis before
real and lasting change can be incorporated into an existing system. As a corollary, a great
deal of thought needs to be given toward implementing "proactive" change so that no
local body finds itself in a need of remedial processes.
The planting of new churches is another issue. There is the possibility that a new
church plant could incorporate the seven essential elements into the plant from the
beginning, though this is clearly outside the scope of revitalization and this study. I
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believe it would be a rather interesting project, but I am unaware of anyone who would
want to risk the success of a new church plant on the seven essential elements outhned
here.
Major Transitions and Shifts in the Congregation and Program
The first major shift that enhanced church ministry and aided to our ability to focus on
our primary tasks as a congregation was, interestingly enough, created out of conflict.
The church membership had divided hself into groups of three or four couples who
cleaned the church building to save janitorial costs and to aid the overaU "feUowship"
between members. The difficulty ofhaving everyone keep faith with this responsibility
became a chaffing point by the early faU. A meeting of the leadership was called along
with the elected Trustees who oversee building and grounds issues. I, knowing the
difficulty of church leaders being able to negotiate through conflict caused by differing
values chose to be late to the meeting. I did so for two reasons.
Fh-st, I truly wanted them to make a decision to continue cleaning or choose to hire a
service on their own. Second, my absence would force them to talk things over with one
another so that I did not become the "authority" whose solution was best. By the time I
arrived, however, there was a heated discussion and three polarized groups. One was
advocating the continuation of cleaning the church by couple groups. The second wanted
nothing to do with cleaning the church whatsoever, and had never seen h as an
opportunity to "fellowship." The third was a group elected by charge conference called
"Outreach" who wanted to assume responsibUity for cleaning and bank cleaning fees as
fimds available for their projects.
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Ultimately, I knew the Trustees needed to make the decision, since that was their
elected prerogative and the church hself needed to ask the Trustees to do so. I also knew
that having them do so would create two necessary breaks whh the past. The past had
seen several groups making decisions that were overturned or otherwise invahdated by
other leaders who refiised to foUow. The second break would help the church leadership
see that churches do not grow by taking care ofbuildings. Freeing up ministry and
invitation opportunities that were otherwise swaUowed up by time spent in cleaning the
church.
In the end, the Trustees chose to hire a cleaning service. The "Outreach" group was
given opportunity to seek financing through proper channels and special fiind raisers, and
the group who wanted to continue cleaning were invited to form a H.O.M.E. group for
feUowship purposes. Everyone was able to see that conflict could be resolved amicably
with no losers and someone leaving Crossroads, that conflict could lead to creative
solutions, and that conflict was bit necessary to move forward as a church. The best
outcome was the resuhing empowerment and validation for an elected group to make
decisions that people would foUow.
The end of the cleaning debate also resulted in another necessary transition. We
became aware, as a church, that our relationship networks were expanding. Those who
were taking on Outreach ministries were going to be working with new members and
guests who were exched about servant evangeUsm. Just by nature ofwho was involved,
when events occurred, and general time constraints, relationship networks began to stretch
to include others. It also meant that the lay ministry opportunities expanded to include
ministry aspects heretofore never attempted. As this occurred over the period of this
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study, the stretching of relationships and losing regular contact whh one another caused
tension, suspicion, and even grieving. As the grieving process ensued, comments such as,
"h just doesn't feel like it used to" continued to be expressed. Long term, the effect was
good not only for ministry experiences, but for relationships as well. Persons were given
the freedom to develop new ministry and experiment over the period of the study.
The next benefit of the cleaning conflict was empowerment and vahdation by elected
leaders to make formal decisions that had the assurance everyone would follow. This
meant, formally, that not everyone could not be "in on" every decision. Two other tense
moments developed around this aspect. One involved the hiring and paying of nursery
workers and the other involved the hiring and paying of a worship leader. Both incidents
involved the Staff-Parish Relations Committee and the congregation's need for staffing.
Yet, there was some conflict and disgruntlement since neither had been put before the
"whole church" for voting or vahdation. Beginning to trust one another and decision
processes was a hard shift for some persons, yet was necessary for the church's fiature.
After the period of the study, there was less suspicion about process, polity, and people
than ever before in the Crossroads congregation.
The Sunday worship service was also another place of continuing transition. Over the
period of the study, the quality of the service increased. At the same time, we worked
tirelessly toward becoming more and more contemporary in music, video presentations,
drama, and preaching style. The leadership and I became aware of a few older aduhs and
charter members who were struggling with these changes soon after the vision statement
was crafted. Most of the issues with the worship service mvolved music, just as one might
assume. I talked with the leadership about this, basically saying that being a church that
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desired to reach the unchurched had this liability, and that the older members of the
congregation would struggle with h. It would have been best for us to have an early
worship service to attend, but since we did not, we continued to work diligently to include
them in decisions regarding worship. All the while, we stayed the course. The "feel" of
worship changed, and that required some maturity for our older members to overcome.
Their single connection to the church was often only the service. We kept them involved
by slow movements forward, continual interpretive work, and attempting to place many of
them in leadership. This gave them a deeper connection to the church relationaUy, so that
worship was not their only connection.
Finally, the relative success ofour H.O.M.E. groups also caused the stretching and
often even breaking of relationship networks. This was the best transition we made. We
moved from a single cell church into a church of several ceUs. The "homey" feel was back
for those who were involved, and the larger church was able to continue growing without
a great deal of impediments.
Conclusion
The Great Commission for the Church of Jesus Christ is to make disciples (Matt.
28: 19-20). The local church must focus hs energies upon that endeavor, by whatever
bibhcally sound means. A significant aspect of that endeavor means a church must focus
upon reaching a lost world whh the Good News of Jesus Christ, assimilating them into the
local body, discipling them into maturity, giving them opportunities to serve in a place of
belonging, and attempting to help them keep the vows ofmembership. This can and must
occur in non-vital congregations. A cohesion must be forged between pastors who can
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create change and congregations who can be "prayed willing" to change so that every
church has the opportumty to fulfiU Jesus' Great Commission.
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Appendix A
Ministry Evaluation Form
The following survey has been developed in order to aid Crossroads in its ongoing evaluation of
ministry and progranmiing. Your help is vhal for us to continue updating and providing
programmmg necessary to meet the growing demands of Christian ministry. Your participation is
genuinely appreciated.
Name (optional)
Today's date
Member? yes Q no Q How long ?
I became a member by: Transfer from another UMC Transfer from another denomination
Profession of fahh (I am a new Christian) Q
Age 18-24 ? 25-34 ? 35-51? 52-64Q 65+Q
Sex M? F?
Have you attended any type of spiritual development retreat or seminar such as Promise Keepers
or The Walk to Emmaus for the first time in the past six months?
Have you fiUed out and returned any previous surveys of this type? yes Q no Q
If so, how many?
Ifyou are a guest, how many times have you vished Crossroads in the past six weeks?
Instructions: Please answer the following questions regarding ministry here at Crossroads as you
have experienced it. In response to the statements, please answer by circling the appropriate
number.
1 . Prayer Ministry
a. Prayer is a vital component of the ministry at this church.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
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b. Since coming to this church, my prayer life has been enhanced.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
c. I have experienced ansv^ers to prayer since coming to this church.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
d. Prayer is the spiritual support base for everything that happens at this church.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
e. The prayer ministry at this church has helped me grow into a life ofprayer.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
f Since coming to this church, I have come to believe prayer is important for my life.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
2. Worship
a. The worship services at this church help me experience God.
Strongly
Disagree
1
Disagree
2
Neither Agree
nor Disagree
3
Agree
4
Strongly
Agree
5
Does Not
Apply
0
b. The preaching usually applies the Bible to real life.
Strongly
Disagree
1
Disagree
2
Neither Agree
nor Disagree
3
Agree
4
Strongly
Agree
5
Does Not
Apply
0
c. I learn about Jesus Christ and his claims on my life at this church.
Strongly
Disagree
1
Disagree
2
Neither Agree
nor Disagree
3
Agree
4
Strongly
Agree
5
Does Not
Apply
0
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d. Our present worship service helps me relate to God.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
e. I would enjoy a style of service programmed for traditional people.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
f I believe my unchurched friends would be able to relate to our present worship service.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
Vision
a. This church exists for a clear purpose that has been clearly communicated.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
b. The clear purpose of this church draws me to be a part of it.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
c. Each program of this church is related to the overall vision for the church's fiiture.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
d. If I had to, I think I could articulate the vision this church is trying to fliMll.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
The vision ofCrossroads is
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e. As an attender here, I receive the impression the pastor really carries the vision and
keeps h before the congregation.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
f The vision for the fiiture is what keeps me coming back to this church.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
4. Small Group Experiences
a. I beheve the smaU groups at this church have helped me get involved in a deeper way.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
b. I feel that there is a group ofpeople who surround and support me with genuine care.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
c. The small group I am a part ofhelps me along the joumey ofChristian discipleship.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
d. Each person in my small group focuses on reaching unchurched persons in their
fiiendship and family networks.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
e. Without my small group contact, I might have stopped coming to church.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
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f. I feel fiilly connected and knowledgeable about the larger life and ministry of the
church because of the small group in which I participate.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
5. Assimilation Ministry
a. From my first vish until now, I beheve the people here valued my participation.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
b. This church really connmunicated to me that there was a place for me here and sought
to involve me in the hfe of the church.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
c. The membership class taught by the pastor really helped me understand the essentials
of accountable membership.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
d. I truly realized what it meant to be a Christian in the membership class.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
e. I fijlly understand the benefits and responsibilhies ofbeing a member here.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
f The persons fi-om the church who visited me truly made me want to retum.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
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Lay Ministry Deployment
a. As a result of the Spiritual Gifts survey and understanding my personal passions, I feel
prepared for a role in ministry.
Strongly
Disagree
1
Disagree
2
Neither Agree
nor Disagree
3
Agree
4
Strongly
Agree
5
Does Not
Apply
0
b. Getting involved in a role in ministry helps me be more committed to this church.
Strongly
Disagree
1
Disagree
2
Neither Agree
nor Disagree
3
Agree
4
Strongly
Agree
5
Does Not
Apply
0
c. The role I have in ministry here adds significance to my life.
Strongly
Disagree
1
Disagree
2
Neither Agree
nor Disagree
3
Agree
4
Strongly
Agree
5
Does Not
Apply
0
d. I feel supported and encouraged in my ministry role here.
Strongly
Disagree
1
Disagree
2
Neither Agree
nor Disagree
3
Strongly Does Not
Agree Agree Apply
4 5 0
e. Knowing that I will not be asked to fill a role or position I am not suhed for frees me
to say yes to opportunities that fit me.
Strongly
Disagree
1
Disagree
2
Neither Agree
nor Disagree
3
Strongly Does Not
Agree Agree Apply
4 5 0
f I believe the ministry roles in this church aid the fiilfiUment to the vision.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
Commitment to Membership Vows
a. I fiilly understand the importance of fiilfilUng the vows ofmembership at this church.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
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b. The membership class taught by the pastor helped me understand the nature of the
vows ofmembership.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
c. The membership vows ask for too little commitment.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
d. The church should not ask for such a high level of commitment from me.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
e. Helping fiilfill the vision of this church through the vows of membership gives my life
meaning.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
f I feel appreciated for fiilfilling the vows ofmembership in this church.
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly Does Not
Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Agree Apply
1 2 3 4 5 0
8. Comments and Suggestions
Are there comments and suggestions you would like to share whh the leadership of the
church? (Feel free to use the reverse of this page.)
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Appendix B
Involvement Records
Praver Involvement
Number of Number of Persons Involved
Prayer Groups Persons Attending in Intercession
Date
Date
Date
Number of
Prayer Groups
Number of
Prayer Groups
Number of
Prayer Groups
Number of
Persons Attending
Number of
Persons Attending
Number of
Persons Attending
Persons Involved
in Intercession
Persons Involved
in Intercession
Persons Involved
in Intercession
Date
Number of
Prayer Groups
Number of
Persons Attending
Persons Involved
in Intercession
Date
Number of
Prayer Groups
Number of
Persons Attending
Persons Involved
in Intercession
Date
Number of
Prayer Groups
Number of
Persons Attending
Persons Involved
in Intercession
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Financial Record
#checks/envelopes STotal Loose Change SGrand Total
Date $ . $ . $
#checks/envelopes STotal Loose Change SGrand Total
Date $ . S . S
#checks/envelopes STotal Loose Change SGrand Total
Date S . $ . S
#checks/envelopes STotal Loose Change SGrand Total
Date $ . $ . S
#checks/envelopes STotal Loose Change SGrand Total
Date S . $ . $
#checks/envelopes STotal Loose Change SGrand Total
Date $ . $ . $ .
Date
Date
#checks/envelopes STotal Loose Change SGrand Total
S . S . $ .
#checks/envelopes STotal Loose Change SGrand Total
$ . $ . S .
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Worship Involvement Record
Worship Total
Attendance Members Membership Guests
Date
Worship
Attendance Members
Total
Membership Guests
Date
Worship Total
Attendance Members Membership Guests
Date
Worship Total
Attendance Members Membership Guests
Date
Worship Total
Attendance Members Membership Guests
Date
Worship Total
Attendance Members Membership Guests
Date
Worship Total
Attendance Members Membership Guests
Date
Worship
Attendance Members
Total
Membership Guests
Date
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LavMinistry Involvement
Date
Lay Ministry Area Number ofMinisters
Date
Lav Ministry Area Number ofMinisters
Date
LavMinistry Area Number ofMinisters
Date
LayMinistry Area Number ofMinisters
Date
Lay Ministry Area Number ofMinisters
Date
Lay Ministry Area Number ofMinisters
Date
LayMinistry Area Number ofMinisters
Date
LayMinistry Area Number ofMinisters
Date
LayMinistry Area Number ofMinisters
LayMinistry Area Number ofMinisters
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Church School and Small Group Involvement
Adult Adult
Sunday School Classes SmaU Group Meetings
Date
Aduh Aduh
Sundav School Classes Small Group Meetings
Date
Adult
Sunday School Classes
Date
Aduh
Sunday School Classes
Date
Adult
Sunday School Classes
Date
Adult
Sunday School Classes
Date
Adult Adult
Sunday School Classes SmaU Group Meetings
Date
Aduh Adult
Sunday School Classes Small Group Meetings
Adult
Small Group Meetings
Aduh
Small Group Meetings
Aduh
SmaU Group Meetings
Adult
Small Group Meetings
Date
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